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The Murray Ledger & Times




On Economic Plan In 90 Days
WASH• INGTON (AP) _
Democratic congressional lead-
ers told President Ford today
they expect action within 90
days on key segments of his
economic program, but voiced
misgivings about his proposals
for energy taxes and across-
the-board tax rebates.




Mrs. Jo Crass, of 501 Beale
Street-,- Murray, today an-
nounced her candidacy for the
Democratic nominatiOn for the
office of Circuit Court Clerk:
A native of Princeton, Mrs.
Crass attended Murray State
University and has been a
resident of Calloway County
since her marriage in 1951 to the
Jia
Mn. Jo CrillF:
late Maurice F. Crain, Jr.
In announcing her candidacy,
Mrs. Crass said, "I realize I am
asking the people of Calloway
County not only to entrust me
with one of the most important
governmental positions in
Calloway County, but for a job,
a good
"I will be a hard working
Circuit Court. Clerk, and I will
never forget that the office
belongs not to the office holder,
but to the people.
"I would like to call on every
voter in Calloway County, but
as head of a household, it is
necessary that I continue my
present employment during the
campaign.
"Many of my friends have
volunteered to campaign in my
behalf, and I hope you will
accept their visits as my per-
sonal solicitation for your
vote."
Mrs. Crass has been an active
worker for the Democratic
Party. She served as county
chairwoman in the guber-
natorial campaign of Edward T.
Breathitt, and was co-
chairwoman for Henry Ward
and Wendell Ford.
She has served on the Ken-
tucky Central Executive
Committee, the Kentucky
Commission on Women, and
was president of the Calloway
County Democratic Women's
Club for two years.
Mrs. Crass is presently a
member of the Murray City
Council and serves as chairman
of the parks and recreation
committee. She has worked
with city and county officials in
the development of the Murray-
Calloway County Park Project
and with the Murray Board of
Education on the tennis court
complex now under con-
struction on the campus of
Murray High School.
Mrs. Crass is presently
empreyed by the J. E. Littleton
Company. She previously
worked for five years in the
office of Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield.
She is a member of the First
Christian Church and has two
children. Gary, an employee at
Crass Furniture Company, and
  *Car----it- student ar-Westerst-
' Kentucky University.
  ' Weather Forecast--
art Byrd told -reporters after
Ford's White House breakfast
with bipartisan congressional
leaders that he thinks Congress
may very well vote gasoline ra-
tioning instead of the con-
servation plan sought by the
Republican President.
Ford formally presented his
proposals to the Congress
Wednesday, and House Demo-
crats said afterwards they
hoped to pass a tax cut within
two months.
Byrd said Democratic leaders
pledged at today's breakfast to
move quickly but told Ford "as
a matter of course there would
be some changes" in his pro-
posals.
Specifically', Byrd said con-
cern was expressed about
granting a tax rebate across
the board rather than con-
centrating in lower and middle-
income levels.
He also said there is a grow-
ing consensus among Demo-
crats that Ford's proposed $2-a-
barrel tax on domestic and for-
eign crude pil would "lend ad-
ditional fuel to the fires of in-
flation.
"I indicated my miewpoint
that we ought to move to gaso-
line rationing," Byrd said.
When asked whether Congress
would pass a gasoline rationing
plan, he responded, "I think it
may very well do that."
Later, however, in response
to questions, he declined to flat-
ly predict passage of a man-
datory rationing plan.
Ford asked for standby ratio-
fling authority.
Several Democrats-mid. the--
measures outlined by Ford in a
somber State of the Union
speech Wednesday will fail to
revitalize the slumping mew-
my and will increase in-
flationary pressures by driving
up the price of fuel.
For the most part, Republi-
can lawmakers said Ford had
faced up to the nation's prob-
lems and that it is now up to
the heavily Democratic Con-
gress to act. The views of
House leaders were considered
particularly significant because
the Constitution requires all
revenue legislation to originate
there.
Most of Ford's proposals had
been disclosed earlier in his na-
tionally televised and broadcast
speech Monday night and in
briefings by White House offi-
. His proposals included:
-A two-stage tax reduction,
including a 12 per cent rebate on
(See Congress, Page 12)
Low And Middle Income Taxpayers
Would Benefit More From Tax Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Tax-
payers at low-and middle-in-
come levels would get a better
tax break from President
Ford's proposed tax reductions
than high-income taxpayers.
Ford has urged lower tax
rates, beginning with taxes
being withheld this year, in or-
der to offset a new round of
proposed energy price in-
creases. The lower rates are in
addition to the one-shot 12 per
cent tax cut proposed for taxes
on 1974 income.
Families of four with incomes
somewhere between $12,500 and
$15,000 would break even under
KET Courses Good For
Credit At Murray State
Two Kentucky Educational
Television (KET) courses for
teachers to be offered on the
network during the spring
semester may be used to earn
three semester hours of credit
at Murray State University.
Entitled "Career Education
for Elementary School" and
"Human Relations and School
Discipline," the programs will
involve watching one lesson
each week and reporting
periodically to the campus
during the duration of the
classes from Jan. 20 through
May 2.
To be taught by Dr. James
Carlin, the first course may be
taken for university credit in
Elementary Education 604-85 or
605-85, Problems in Elementary
Education, both graduate level
courses.
The latter television course
will be taught by Dr. Franklin
Fitch. It may be taken for credit
in Elementary Education 604-86
or 605-86, Problems in
Elementary Education, in
Secondary Education 614-85 or
615-85, Problems in Secondary
Education, or in Secondary





Education, all graduate level
courses. Secondary Education




Elementary School" will be
shown each week at 7:30 p.
on Tuesdays and repeated at
3:30 p. m. Wednesdays and at
7:.30 p,„ mThursday& The
course deals with developing a
career education learning
package and covers the total
scope of career education from
awareness to exploration to
preparation and beyond high
school.
Registration for credit for the
course will be at 5 p. m. Wed-
nesday, Jan. 22, in Room 152 of
the Education Building at
Murray State.
"Human Relations and School
Discipline" will be shown each
week at 3:30 and 7:30 p. m. on
Mondays and repeated at 7:30 p.
m. on Wednesdays. It involves
creating a positive climate for
learning and for effective school
discipline.
Registration for credit for the
course will be at 6:30 p. m.
Monday, Jan. 20, in Room 455 of
the Education Building at
Murray State.
Ford's plans, getting a tax cut
about equal to the increase in
their energy costs, according to
government estimates.
Energy costs for a family of
four are expected to increase
about $250 due to higher energy
taxes, according to Federal
Energy Administrator Frank
7arb. The $250 also represents
the approximate tax savings to
the typical family of four with
an income of between $12,500
and $15,000.
The income group that would
benefit the most from the tax
reductions is in the $10,000 cake-
gory, where a family of four
would enjoy tax savings of $349,
or $99 more than the so erage
new energy. costs. The tax for
this family would decline from
$867 at present to $518.
At the $12,500 income level,
the tax savings would be $300,
arid at 640,000, it would be $130,
meaning taxpayers in the high-
er bracket would receive $1211
less than the average increase
in energy prices.
Everybody at the low end of
the income scale would at least
get $80. Zarb said this would
more than cover higher energy
costs at low income levels,
which he estimated at $44 a
family.
If a person has insufficient
taxable income to pay any
taxes, he or she would receive
an $80 check from the govern-
ment to cover higher energy
costs, a kind of negative in-
come tax.
This payment would go to ev-
ery adult 18 years and over
who earns too little income to
pay any taxes and who is not
eligible to be included as an ex-
emption on someone else's tax
return.
A total of $2 billion would be
(See Taxes, Page 12)
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Clearing and cold tonight
with low in the mid 20s. In-
creasing cloudiness and not as
cool Friday with high from the Senior Citizens doing the masonry work for the green house for the Senior Citizens at St.
upper 30s to mid 4. Chance of . John's Episcopal Church were, left to right. Wry. Wheeler, Roger Burgoyne, Roy Hancock, zruf





PROJECT HELP—Local FBIA members at the Murray Vocational School are participating in project HELP (Health Education
leads to Progress) a joint program with the March of Dimes to prevent birth defects. Local chapter members 'are planningschool assemblies in elementary schools in Murray and Calloway County during January 19-25. The members will presentthe March of Dimes film "Jamie," and distribute envelopes for donations to the March of Dimes. The chapter will also sellballoons and suckers to raise money for the March of Dimes. Circulars will be placed on parked cars during the Mother'sMarch January 19-25. From left, Starlyn Tabers, Debra Billington, Martha Lee Kinsey, State Poster Child for 1975, Vickie White,and Nancy Utterback Martha, age five, is from Sedalia.




Tickets for the 38th annual
''Campus Lights" student
musical production at Murray
State University Feb. 1344-15
went on sale on the campus
today.
Curtain time on each date in
Lovett Auditorium will be 8:15
p. m.
All seats are reserved for the
traditional show, with tickets
selling for $2.50 per person.
They will be available in the
lobby of the Waterfield Student 
-Union Building from 9:30 a. m.
to 4 p. m. Monday through Prices Drop
Friday through Feb. 14.
stamped, self-addressed en- Slightly OnMail orders including a
velope with a check for the





directed by students, "Campus
Lights" is sponsored each year
by local chapters of two
professional music fraternities
-Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Alpha - with proceeds going
into a music scholarship fund
for incoming freshmen.
Bruce Boone of Henderson
heads a company of about 150
students as the director of this
year's show. Sara Maier of Tell
City, Ind., is the assistant
director. Farrell is the faculty
adviser.
Miss Foust Levels Blast At
Carroll's Economic Programs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Auditor Mary Louise
Foust has claimed some of
"foxy" Gov. Julian Carroll's
purported economy moves ac-
tually are a move to spread
state contracts around for polit-
ical gain.
In particular, Miss Foust - a
Democratic candidate for gov-
ernor - said Wednesday Car-
roll clamped a halt on state
construction projects and leas-
ing of property so he could give
Prices dropped slightly on the
second day of the Murray
Tobacco Market Wednesday,
with an average price of $91.34
recorded on the three Murray
floors.
A total of 369,024 pounds was
sold on the three floors, for
$337,061.04, according to local
tobacco market reporter David
Hill.
The sale brings the season
totals to 645,870 pounds, which
have sold for $609,693.40, and an
average of $94.40 per hun-
dredweight.
The next sale will be Monday
on the Murray market.
Alex Harvey To Return To
MSU For Friday Performance
Alex Harvey, a Murray State have met with success, in-
University alumnus with two eluding "Alex Harvey,"
gold records to his credit as a "Souvenirs," and "True
songwriter, will return to his Love."
alma nutter as a singer Friday. Once a Member of the cast of
Jan. 17, to do two shows on the "Stars in My Crown" at
campus. Kenlake State Park Am-
Scheduled at 7,30 and 9:30 p. phitheatre at Aurora, Harvey
m. in the Thoroughbred Room became a friend of Billy Edd
of the Waterfield Student Union Wheeler, who starred in that
Building, the program by outdoor procructiori on the shore
Harvey and Band is sponsored of Kentucky Lake.
by the Student Activities Board Later when Harvey, a native
of the Student Government of Brownsville, Tenn., left hi,
Association, teaching position at Reidland
Harvey, who earned the B. M. High School in McCracken
E. degree in 1964 and the M. M. County to pursue a professional
E. degree in 1966, has music career; Wheeler ex-
collaborated to write two tended a helping hand.
million-sellers, "Delta Dawn" But Wheeler disclaims credit
xecociled-layv..iieteil...lieddy...ta.. for Harvey's .surcess _as . a,
1973, and -."Rouben . James" songwriter. Instead, he once
recorded by KennylLogersand observed that Harvey -busted
the First Edition.-- .— rocks in his soul" to produce the
However, Ow career of the songs that have allowed him to
onetime member of the Murray celebrate stardom in the highly
State Choir and "Campus competitive business: • •
Lights" company goes beyond Tickets for the Alex Timmy. .
merely writing songs for other show at Murray State will be on
performers. He has become sale at the door $2 for non-
itheWh as a singer hirrisell and students and $1 fOr students
has made several albums that with identificatibn cards.
them to his friends. And the
moratorium would not neces-
sarily save the state money, she
added.
"Julian Carroll loves tax-
payers like a fox loves chickens
and you know how that is," she
asserted in a news release. "I
think the people ought to know
that foxy Julian is only a beau-
tiful front-man for a den of po-
litical sharpshooters who are
experts in the political spoils
system.
"Patronage is the name of
their game and, unfortunately,
they don't seem to understand
anything else about government
operations," she maintained.
One of Carroll's deputy press
secretaries, Ralph Ed Graves,
said Carroll could not be
reached immediately to re-
spond to Miss Foust's state-




One person was injured in a
three-car collision Wednesday
at Tenth and Poplar Streets,
according to Murray City
Mamie Bell, Route One,
Kirksey, sustained contusions
and abrasions, according to
Murray police reports. Mrs.
Bell was a passenger in one of
the vehicles, according to
police.
Officers identified the drivers
of the vehicles as Marjorie
Cowling, 113 East Poplar,
Bobbye J. Berrill, Route Seven.
and Ann M. Bell, Route Three,
Benton.
Investigating officers said the
Cowling car was going south on
Tenth Street, the Berrill car
was going west on Poplar and
the Bell car east on Poplar when
the accident occurred, -
Damage to the Cowling car
was to the right front; damage
to the Berrill car was to the
front, and damage to the Bell
car was to the left front.
TODAY'S INDEX
one tiection TM/1Y .
a-,
Thcal Scene 2, -3
Dear Abby. . . 
Horoscopes. . . ,2
. .4
Sports, . . . . .5, 6, 7
Comics, Crossword. '.9, 10
Classifieds 10,,. 11
- Deaths & Funers  '
want to anyway.
"Gov. Carroll's orders and
his reputation speak for them-
selves," Graves said.
When he announced his more-
toriurn Dec. 30, two days after
taking office, Carroll said he
was going to re-evaluate the
construction projects and
leases. He said he might reas-
sign priorities because the state
probably did not have enough
money for them all.
Miss Foust said 2,000 of the
nearly 8,500 vehiciles the state--
now owns could be put into
mothballs, and no new ones
bought indefinitely, "without
impairing or reducing essential
government operations."
She said Carroll could have
ordered a cost-effectiveoesa..
study on the use of such cars
by state officials and stricter
enforcement of the "official use
only" rule.
Miss Foust also noted that.
shortly after Carroll had an-
nounced his 90-day moratorium
on construction and leases, he
was reported to be considering
no longer requiring competitive
bids for leasing property.
"That should explain the rea-
son for the 'op-day moratorium'
on leases." she declared. "The
purpose is to be sure that
leases are awarded, without
considering cost, to political
friends who will support the
governor's campaign for re-
election."
On delaying construction
projects, 'Miss Foust asked:
"After 90 days of escalating
costs, is It going to be more
(See Miss Foust, Page 12)
One-Cent Increase
Announced By TVA
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP )
The Tennessee Valley Authorit
announced today a one-cent in-
crease in February per 1,000-
kilowatthours of electricity
used by residential consumers
The agency said residential
electric bills in February will
be 12.24 per 1,000-KWH, an in-
crease of one 'cent from the
January level.
The February amount is com-
puted from actual costs of pur-
chased power and fuel used by
TVA in generating electribity.
" itic.1.-costa-41-.11LA  
power plants continue&to rise,
ltits.4neeitaieudiroffeeTWICiw -
er unit costs for wires' pur-
chases," the announcement
said.
The authority adjusts its pow-
er rates monthly depending on
costs of coal from 12 steam
generating facilities and elec-
Iticity purchased from neigh-
boring utilities.







Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones of 827
Fox Meadows, Murray, an-
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Gregory Brian, weighing six
pounds ten ounces, born on
Tuesday, January 7, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. -
The new father is employed at
the Murray Post office.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. G. B. Jones, 1904
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. William
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A flood of facts from
fish fanciers
- By Abigail Van Buren
C 1fl4 In Cse.s. Yrobsee-11 Y. NM, Srg.I.,
DEAR ABBY: "Sorry for fish- asked if fish felt pain. She
said she goes fishing with a friend who fillets the fish right
after it's caught, and she can't bear to watch because it's
still alive and wiggling.
You told her that since fish have nervous systems, they
must have feelings, and suggested that she tell her
impatient friend to wait until the fish dies before he fillets it.
Abby ,you certainly don't know much about fish. What's
so humane about letting a fish die gasping for breath out of
water? An expert fisherman first cracks the fish on its
head to stun it, then quickly cuts of the head with a sharp
knife.
Dead fish decompose very quickly. (About 200 times
faster than pork or beef.) The sooner after a fish is caught it
is prepared for eating, the better it will taste. FISHWIFE
DEAR FISHWIFE: Since my piscatorial expertise is
limited to eytekere, that one nsh letter prompted a flood of
letters. Here's another:
• -_;; -
DEAR ABBY: If fish feel pain, there must be a lot of
.suffering fish in Japan where we have made our home for
the last four years.
The Japanese take great pride in serving whole fish with
their bellies sliced in strips while the fish is still breathing!
(This is called "sashimi.")
The diners exclaim with delight. "Oh, look how fresh the
fish is!" Another Japanese delicacy is live trout, skewered
and placed over burning coals. And this is done right before
your eyes. Abby.
So tell "Sorry for fish" if she ever visits a fine Japanese
restauranL she had better bring her handkerchief.
ALSO SORRY FOR FISH
DEAR ABBY: The proper procedure for preparing
freshly caught fish is as follows: First, rap the fish smartly
on the head. This will kill it humanely and immediately.
Then clean the fish at once, and either eat it or freeze it as
soon as possible.
Some of my friends think I know what I am talking about
because I am not only the president of the Rainbow chapter
of Trout Unlimited in Anchorage, Alaska, but I was
recently elected to the House of Representatives.
M IKE HE RSH BE RGER
DEAR MIKE: Your presidency of "Trout Unlimited"
suggests that you know how to fish. Your election to the
House suggests that you know the right bait, too.
Congrats!
DEAR ABBY- Do fish feel pain? Only a fish knows for
sure. But when it comes to preparing freshly caught fish,
any fisherman worth his salt knows that fish should be
killed as soon as it's caught. Then it should be either put
under refrigeration or eaten. The flesh of fish starts to
deteriorate the minute the fish is dead, and in a matter of
hours it's not fit to eat. That's why fishermen put their
catch on a stringer and back into the water until they are
finished fishing.
With ice fishing it's different. The fish is tossed into a
bucket of water to freeze quickly. However, when you take
them home to clean, if you put them in lukewarm water to
thaw before cleaning, they-will-,eome beek-te life -an start—
swimming around again. This used to fascinate our
children. FISHERMAN
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped I 20e) envelope.
Norell Display at MSU: Because of public Interest, Items from the Alney tAlbritten) Nora
Collection at the Murray State University Library will be on display an additional two weeks, until
February 1. Miss Norell. who appeared in numerous Broadway, Hollywood, and television produc-
netts during a career lasting nearly forty years, 'sanative of Calloway County'. The display is in the
Special Collections Department of the Library. -
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 17. 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
This day may bring a
challenge to your adaptability.
Throw in your lot with the op-
position if there is no other way
to achieve your ends.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21) tilW.1
Influences, somewhat ad-
verse now, suggest that you
avoid antagonizing others. If
necessary' to assert your views
during discussion, do so
dispassionately.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 1:411-
You now have a chance to
create a truly great impression
of yourself. Don't lose out by
flouting convention or being
otherwise indiscreet.
CANCER
June 4 to July 23) e(C)
A day for listening! Some-
thing hinted at will be of more
importance than what is ac-
tually said; may put your
thoughts on an entirely new
track.
LEO
i July 24 to Aug. 23
A bit of daring oeulditray-eff
now. Don't hesitate to try
unique ideas, methods. You're
thinking along the right lines.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i I%
Objectivity and a strong sense
of realism needed. Don't look
for much cooperation from
others and don't count on luck to
see you through day's ups and
downs.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 Ari
If you don't get all the
cooperation you expected, don't
worry about it. Try- working
things out another way—quite
possibly with better results.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. MI ril'OtC
Don't run with the con-
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could pay off—which usually
pleases those born in the Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AO
Caution urged in financial
matters. In all spending, keep
one eye on reserves. Don't
deplete them.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO
Saturn auspicious. You have
fine opportunities to advance,
so seek them out and don't sit
mooning while others take their
place in the sun.
AQUARIUS 
i1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some changing situations. Be
alert, ready to take prompt
action, and be guided by
procedures which have proved
successful in the past.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Meet as many people as you
can now—studying them ob-
jectively and listening to all
/tints of view. You will not only'
enjoy the contacts, but widen
ypur mental horizons con-
siderably..
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine in-
tellect and are willing to put
your mental abilities to big
tests. Because you recognize
advantages and some "way
out'. suggestions as sound
methods for future use, you can
leap ahead in surprising ways
and areas. You rarely waste
time or motion; it is normal for
you to have several irons in the
fire at a time. Just don't overtax
yourself or think you can go on
forever without rest. A pastime
which stimulates the mind and
spirit is healthy for you even
though your regular work days
are stimulating. You are
logical, practical, artistic; can
cut red tape smartly. Birthdate
of: Benjamin Franklin, early
Amer. statesman diplomat,
scientist, writer; Pope Pius V;
David Lloyd George, Brit.
statesman; Joe Frazier, Amer.
pugilist.
Ed Overbey Speaker For
Murray PWP Chapter
Ed Overbey, Murray at-
torney, spoke on "Wills" at the
meeting of the Murray Chapter
of Parents Without Partners
held Thursday, January 9, at
the home of Mary Jane Howard_
Attorney Overbey pointed out
that a will is 8 person's own way




importance of a will and
especially anyone with children
or possessions.
Following his talk, Mr
Overbey answered questions
from the group concerning wills
and other legal matters.
Refreshments were served
following the discussion.
The first meeting of the year
for Murray PWP was held
January 2 at eight p. m. at
Southside Restaurant.








Mrs. W. F. Fitts of Murray
has been g.patient at Lourdes
Hosttal, Paducah
director; Bobbie Lane and
Mary Jane Howard, directors of
children's activities; Arlene
Seaford, director of programs
and newsletter editor; Shirley
Scarbrough and Jo Bement,
refreshments committee;
Bobbie Lane, publicity.
The Advisory Council in-
cludes Dr. Hecht Lackey, Dr.
Don Rye, and Ken Mosher,
Present for the meeting were
members, prospective mem-
bers from the surrounding
Kentucky and Tennessee area,
and members of the Paducah
Chapter.
A social hour followed the
business meeting.
The general meeting of the
Hazel United Methodist Church
Women was held Tuesday,
January 7, at seven p. m. at the
church.
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
president, presided. Mrs. Kosice
Jones gave the invocation.
After the roll call and the
reading of the minutes by the
secretary, Mrs. Loyce Newport,
several reports were made by
other officers.
Following the business
session discussions and plans




Owen Brandon, Olga Freeman,
Mildred Horning, Kosice Jones,
J. W. Jones, H. A. Newport,
Leland Strader, J. R. Taylor,
Claude White, and D. N. White.
'Shrine Club Will
Meet On Saturday
The members of the Murray
Shrine Club and their wives will
have their monthly social on
Saturday, January 18.
A dinner will be served at the
University Inn, North Sixteenth
and Olive Streets, at seven p.m.
J. C. Walker Honored At
Surprise Birthday Dinner
J. C. Walker was honored
with a surprise dinner_ en his
fiftieth birthday on Wednesday,
January 1, at the borne of his
daughter, Mrs. Bobby Joe
Nanney, in Alino.
Those attending were J. C.
and Thelma Walker, Jerry Don
Walker, Mike Walker, Terry
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Nanney, Jim Nanney, Lisa
Nanney, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Walker, Billy Dan Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Walker, Sharon
Walker, Karen Walker, Regina
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Phelps, Darleen Walker, Donna
Walker, Jason Walker, Loyd
Houston, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Grogan, Kim Grogan, Roger
Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. Hayden
Anderson, WS. Lela Walker,
_Mrs. Aurki Futrell., Mrs- Ellaa-T--
McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Nanney, and Court Ragsdale.
Student Council
HoldsMeeting
The Calloway County High
School Student Council met




for Friday, February 14,
following
Mayftheield.I'"QliAll gamewith 
Also discussed were the
school beautification project
and sponsoring a new ad-










Ends Wed. 7:20 9:30 +2:30Sat ,Sun
:8 Late Show Fri. 8, Sat. 11:40 p.m.
















Today more and more eating
places specialize in only one kind
of food. That's what makes Jerry's
so special especially at dinner
time. It doesn't matter if you're
hungry for steak or chicken, or
sirloin tips in mushroom gravy, or
maybe byert shrimp creole or a
juicy ham steak. Sometimes there




vegetables. Yfiki get-a selection.
-Jerry's Restaurant specializes in
making everybody happy will- a
different selection each evening.
Choose from four entrees and
select two Vegetables. And for the
same price, pick a soup or appetzer.
Jerry's offers more than one kino
of food — somethihg for everybody.
-Jetatir$7..
-- •
Variety is the Specialty of the House

























































































District 17 of the Licensed
Practical Nurses held the
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
January 7, in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Willard Blue, head of the
department of Respiratory
Therapy of the hospital, was the
guest speaker.
Members voted to have a
bake sale on Saturday, January
25, with the proceeds going to
the March of Dimes. All LPNs
are urged to donate to this sale.
Refreshments of coffee and_
cookies were served.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, February 4, at seven
p.m. with representatives of
The Specialty Shop as guests.
-=1 PERSONAlid
NOW AT HOME
James R. Hargrove was
released Tuesday from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after having been a
patient there since December 24
When he suffered a stroke. He is
flow able to be up now and
return home to be with his wife,
Helen, who is confined to home
due to arthritis.
Vows To Be-Read
Miss Patricia Marie Berschied 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Rivers of Paducah announce the
engagement of her daughter, Miss Patricia Marie Berschied, to
Lawrence L. Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson of
Murray.
Miss Berschied is the daughter of the late John R. Berschied.
Both the laide-elect and groom-elect are 1973 graduates of
Murray State University.




Monthly potluck of Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens will be held at twelve
noon in the Ellis Community
Center. Discount cards will be
issued at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the United Campus Ministry
building at eight p.m. Dr.
Frederick Kumar will discuss
"Oriental Philosophy."
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
community room of the Dees
Bank of Hazel with Bro. Hollis
Miller as speaker.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will have a
workshop at the home of Donna
Story, 504 Olive, at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday, January 16
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the Lodge
Hall.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p. m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p. m. for the
business meeting with the
executive meeting at seven p.
m.
The Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two p.
m. with Mesdames Laura
Jennings, Carl Lockhart, E. A.
I.undquist, and R. M. Miller as
hostesses.
The Janette Doyle Group of
the First Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Mrs. Van Waugh at 7:30 p. m.
Praise and New Song Con-
certs will be present at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
1112 Olive, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
Admission is free.
Friday, January 17
Praise and New Song will be
presented in concert at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
1112 Olive, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
with admission free.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet at
Holiday Inn at 11:30 a. m.
Saturday, January 18
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood
will meet at the Thoroughbred
Room, Waterfield Student
Building, MSU, at 11:45 a. m.
with the program by Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee.
Saturday, January 18
Members of Murray Shrine
Club and their wives will have a




club will meet at the PCA
Building, Washington Street,




won't involve much cost or lime
is to panel one or two walls with
western lumber. An added div-
idend comes from wood's high
insulation value: its warmth is
physical, as well as visual
Boards of nominal one-inch
thickness are much more effec-
tise as a wall insulator than de-
corator panels that usually are
only to % inch thick.
„
Kentucky 4-H Program Launched Goal Of 250,000 Members Set At Kick-Off Luncheon
Involvement of 250,000 young
people and 45,000 leaders in the
Kentucky 4-H program by
1978—that's the goal of the new
9-H expansion program, which
was lame/led Jan. 10, 1975 with
a kick-off luncheon in
Louisville.
With the theme, "4-H—It's
Where You're At," the ex-
pansion program is designed to
offer the opportunities of 4-H to
a larger number of Kentucky
youth, especially those in urban
areas, and to interest more
adults in serving as 4-H leaders.
"With more Kentucky par-
ticipation in 4-H than ever
before — 133,000 young people in
the 9-19 age range and nearly
15,000 adult and teen leaders, 4-
H is on the move in this state,"
according to Conrad Feltner,
assistant director for 4-H of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture's Cooperative
API? I














at skin saving prices for
a limited time only
Now —when the weatheris the coldest the wind
blows the hardest and everything .works against a
woman's skin. Frances Denney offers three emollient
prorkeets to este and soothetkin. Mst•tr-seehrsgseritez. 
M(.tLIT DRYER MOISTUMZER rtietrlaltrar rnare up to
perfect the constelsaion from wrinkattitoyoking
• ittritisss. 4 oz. reg 11013, now only 6.50
4 4ONEY 13U Iint HAM) CREAM-. a butterysenooth. non
oily treatment cream to keep szoriong hands soh
and lovety 8 oz rag 9 00 now only 5 00
HERBAL BODY LOTION — rich herbs help moisturize
skin while glycerine forms a protective shield
venlig against moistare loss from one bath or
shower to the next 16 oz reg 9 00, nos only 5 0Q,
Extension Service.
He pointed out that 4-H's
growth in Kentucky's suburban
and inner-city areas has been
phenomenal in recent years,
with a wide variety of 4-H
projects and activities
developed to appeal to urban
youth. At the same time, 4-H is
reaching the highest percentage
ever of rural youth in Kentucky,
he said.
"Recruitment and training of
leaders is the first step in the
expansion," Feltner said.
"Leaders, who work directly
with the 4-Hers, are the key to
success for 4-H, and many more
leaders are needed in order for
the fun-and-learning ex-
periences of 4-H to be offered to
an increased number of Ken-
tucky youth."
Promotional materials, using
the "Its Where You're At
theme, have been produced by
T. Jefferson Wright Associates,
Louisville, for use as part of an
awareness campaign in con-
nection with the 4-H expansion
program, he said. Now being
made available for use
throughout the state, these
materials include radio and
television spots, prespared by
the staff of WHAS, Louisville, as
a contribution to 4-H;
newspaper ads; and billboards.
Cooperating with the Ex-
tension Service in the expansion
effort is "Friends of Kentucky
4-H, Inc.," an organization
made up of representatives of
the businesses and
organizations which donate
money and professional ex-
pertise to: the 4-H program.
Officers of "Friends of
Kentucky 4-H, Inc." are:
president—Jody George, vice
president, Standard Oil Co.
Ky.; vice president—Robert
Miller, director of cooperative









Extension agents in each
Kentucky county have charge of
local 4-H programs. More in-
formation on 4-H opportunities
Is available-at county Extension-
offices or by calling the Four-H
listing in your phone book.
Alpha Phi Omega Meet Planned
A reorganizational meeting ,
for the Alpha Phi Omega ser-
vice fraternity will be held in




January 21, at 710 p.m.
The purpose of the fraternity
is to assemble college men in a
national service fraternity in
the fellowship of the principles
of the Boy Scouts of America as
embodied in its Scout Oath and
Law, to develop leadership, to
promote friendship, and
provide service to humanity;
and to further the freedom that
is our national, educational, and
intellectual heritage, a
fraternity spokesman said.
All interested MSU students
are invited to attend, or call J.
D. Lancaster, phone 753-7147.
OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8 P. M.
Polyesters, wools & blends
PANT SUIT
CLEARANCE
REG. 36 00 TO 1 15 00
,REDUCED





REG . 300 TO- MOO


























Buy the coat of your dreams during
Bright's sensational January Coat
Clearance' Save on Suedes, Leather-
looks, Fun-Furs and Fabrics in
pant and regular length! Buy for
now or lay it away for next year.






• ,-RgG. 18.00TO 27.00
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On Ford's Energy Plan
WASHINGTON API - President Ford's
energy program is a big, confusing package
featuring plans to sock the public for $30
billion in higher energy costs, then give the
money back.
Here, in questions and answers, is an ex-
planation of the energy policy proposed Wed-
nesday in Ford's first State of the Union ad-
dress;
Q. You've lost me already. I thought high
energy prices were part of the problem. Why
does the President want to raise them even
higher? A. He thinks that if energy costs more
you will use less and save fuel. And he figures
future energy supplies will be costly to
produce, so it will take higher prices to pay
for them.
Q. What will this program cost me? A. Zarb
says the program would add about $250 to the
average family's fuel bill, a 26 per cent in-
crease. The administration estimates its
proposals would raise the cost of petroleum
products around 10 cents a gallon.
Q. What about natural gas?
A. The gas industry estimated the average
residential price last year at about $1.17 per
thousand cubic feet. Ford is proposing to add
a new federal tax of 37 cents per thousand
cubic feet.
Besides, he wants Congress to end federal
regulation of interstate gas prices, allowing
the prices to rise sharply.
Q. I thought Ford didn't want price con-
trols. How would he raise the cost of oil? A. He
says he will start by imposing new fees in oil
imports, in one dollar steps in February, Mar-
ch and April. By the time he will be charging
an additional $3 per barrel on imported crude
oil. He will also puts fee of $1.20 per barrel on
imported petroleum products.
But he wants Congress to replace those
measures with a uniform new excise tax of $2
per barrel on all crude oil and imported
products.
Q. So the oil companies pick up a bundle in
higher prices for doing nothing, right? A. Net
the way Ford sees it. He also wants Congres.s
to pass a windfall profits tax that would scoop
up around 88 per cent of the companies' in-
creased profits.
Q. Import fees, excise taxes, windfall taxes
- that sounds like a lot of revenue.
A. It is. About $30 billion a year by ad-
ministration estimates, and you, the public,
will wind up paying for it. But remember,
Ford wants to give it back to you.
Q. If he gives back the extra energy money,
will people really use less energy? A. The ad-
ministration thinks so. Besides, you may not
get back all of your own new energy pay-
ments dollar for dollar.
Q. Why not? Where is it going? A. About
$16.5 billion would be returned in the form of a
reduction in individual taxes. Roughly $2
billion more would be channeled into special
payments to poor people.
Of the remaining $11 billion or so, $6 billion
would be returned to corporations, $2 billion
would go to state and local governments, and
the federal government would keep $3 billion
to offset its own increased energy costs.
Proposed Tax Schedules
WASHINGTON I AP) - The
Treasury Department has re-
leased tax schedules that would
apply if Congress approves the
decreases in tax rates proposed
Wednesday by President Ford
to begin this year.
Schedule X - Single tax-
payers not qualifying for other
schedules






































The first column in each
schedule lists taxable income,
or the amount of income that is
taxable after all exemptions
and deductions have been sub-
tracted. The second column
lists the amount of tax at
Schedule Y -- Married tax-
payers filing joint returns:
Taxable Amount of Tax
Income Present Proposed
Garrott's Galley
Nine of the Boys Who Lived
At the Wesley Waldrop Home
By M. C. Garrott
If I could keep just one New Year
resolution, I would want it to be a com-
mitment to paying more attention to senior
citizens. I know of no one who seems to enjoy
and appreciate a personal visit more than an
elderly person.
Yet, so often we procrastinate, putting this
off and plodding on down the "road of good
intentions," somehow never getting around to
it until-too frequently-it is too late. I'm just
as guilty of this as the next fellow.
+ + + + + 4-
- These thoughts came to me recently when
Mr. Wesley Waldrop passed away. When I
was at Murray State-more years ago than I
care to remember-1 lived in Mr. and Mrs.
Waldrop's home on Miller Avenue. Since
moving to Murray in 1968, I have thought
many times that I should go by and visit "Mr.
Wesley" and "Miss Melds," as we called
them, but I never did. Other things just kept
getting in the way.
Then ih•early December, 1 read in the paper
one evening that Mr. Wesley had passed
away. It was too late to go see him. I have
since been to see and visit with Miss Melds.
++++++
I was one of nine boys living at the Waldrop
home in those days. My roommate was
Jimmy Maddox, a successful insurance
salesman in Mayfield today. Joe Dukes, now
assistant superintendent of schools in Mar-
-shall County, roomed with Ward Pillow, now
..aProctor-Gamble salesman, Ward was from
- Water Valley.
In another room was Robert .Sprague from
Sturgis and Tom Gatlin, a rowdy red-head
from Morgardield. Neither Miss Melds or I
know where Sprague is today. Tom, whom we
often had to help up the stairs and to bed after
a dance, is in the lumber business in Hen-
derson.
In the big room were three boys-Joe
Coulter, Dee Cochran and Allen Gibson, all
from Mayfield. Joe, now in the auto parts
business in Benton, was a musician, playing
with the Leroy Offerman dance band and
taking pre-med. Offerman also stayed at the
Waldrop home an earlier time, as did Lee
Cannon, the first campus band leader, and
Billy Shelton, who followed Offerman.
Dee Cochran, a red-beaded ramrod, also
was a pre-med student, and, I believe, is a
practicing physician. We don't know what
happened to Allen who stood about 6' 5" He
is best remembered for his food capacity. He
was a bottomless pit at the table-s
forerunner of the garbage disposal of today.
Allen was a pre-engineering student, and
wanted to build roads and bridges.
We all got room AND board-three meals a
day, seven days a week-for 64.50 per week at
the Waldrops.' "The dormitories charged 820
per month," Miss Melds recalls, "so we had
to charge less if we were going to have any
boys."
She showed me the big. old ledger in which
Mr. Wesley kept his records. I found my page
in it. Week by week he had recorded my $4.50
payments, just as he did the others. Four
dollars and a half were hard to come by in
those days, and it was no.easy matter to come
up with it each week. But, somehow, we did.
Miss Melds and her cook, Hattie, put some
great, family-style meals in front of us. I
present, and the third lists the
amount that would apply if the
decreases are approved.
For taxable incomes above
$32,000 in Schedule X and Y,
and $28,000 in Schedule Z, there
would be no change in tax
rates.
Schedule Z - Single heads of
households




$0 $0 $ 0 50 $0
1,000 140 70 1,000 140 70
2,000 290 170 2,000 300 190
3,000 450 300 4,000 660 490
4,000 620 450 6,000 1,040 870
6,000 1,000 790 8,000 1,480 1,290
8,000 1,380 , 1,170 10,000 1,940 1,750






































remember Tuesday morning breakfast most
vividly. That was "pancake morning" and no
one "slept in" on Tuesdays. There's no way of
knowing how many pancakes Miss Melds and
Hattie would cook on those mornings. I know I
have eaten as many as 12 at a sitting. They
had to make Allen Gibson quit.
On other mornings, Miss Melds simply
waited and fed bacon and eggs to whomever
came stumbling down the stairs.
++++++
We didn't have television, of course, in
those days and only the more affuent had a
radio. We had a couple among the nine of us,
and enjoyed many hours of good listening to
the music of "the ole left-hander," Joe
Sanders, from the Blackhawk Restaurant in
Chicago, Jan Garber, Glen Gray and all the
other great bands of that era.
Right across the street, however, was "the
boy genious" of Murray, Bobby Hester, with
his ham radio station. Many was the time that
we would be listening to one of the big bands
when suddenly the radio's speaker would
blare forth, drowning out the music:
"CQ! CQ! W9TYQ in Murray, Kentucky,.
calling CQ! Come in, CQ! W9TYQ in Murray,_
Kentucky, calling CQ! Come in, CQ!"
If "CQ" which we learned meant just
anybody, happened to answer, we would sit
there and scream all sorts of unpublishables
at Bobby and his hobby. His broadcasts
drowned out everything on the dial when he
would come on the air to talk or inquire about
the-weather and carry on all sorts of pointless
conversations.
It affected Allen Gibson, Joe Coulter and
Cochran the worse, I suppose, because they
were in a front room, and they'd raise the
window and yell all sorts of things at the
Hester house. If figures that Bobby is with the
space program somewhere out west. Science
was his bag from the beginning.
+ + + + + +
Mr. Wesley and Miss Melds had Murray
State students in their home since it was built
in 1930-no doubt, longer than any other folks
in Murray. Mr. Wesley, who retired from the
post office, was one of the original con-
tributors to the fund with which Wrather Hall
was constructed. The receipt is in his record
book.
They didn't offer both room and board
many years after I was there, but kept
"roomers" and later converted to apart-
ments. Some Murray State students occupy 
them today.
++++++
Their daughter, Isbell, who was a junior at
MSU at the time, is now married and living in
Chattanooga. Her son is a law student at the
University of Virginia. "Little Charlie,"
whom we remember as a toddler bouncing
on our beds, is a successful physician in
Dallas.
Miss Melds is alone now, her family
scattered, and she spends much of her time in
her big reclining chair following the soap
operas on her color TV. But she smiles and
chuckles when she talks about "the boys" and
their antics.
I'm sure there is a "Miss Melds" and a
"Mr. Wesley" in just about everybody's life.
Don't neglect them Iflie I -did. Go see them.
Talk about the "good old days" with them.
They'll love you for it, but, most important,




LONDON, England-Anyone in America
who thinks that the British Labor Party
espouses a tame verson of socialism has need
of examining the realities on this side of the
Atlantic. Well-informed observers note the
rising influence of truly radical elements
within the Labor Party.
It is not generally known in America, for
example, that Clause Four of the Labor
Party's current Constitution commits that
party "to secure for the workers by hand or
by brain the full fruits of their industry and
the most equitable distribution thereof that
may be possible upon the basis of the common
ownership of the means of production,
distribution and exchange " Such a goal, if
attained, would involve a thoroughly
radicalized and restructured Great Britain in
which traditional freedoms were eliminated.
Many thoughtful Britons are seriously
alarmed at the growing influence of hardcore
radicals. In a speech delivered to the Rotary
Club of London before the last general
election, Geoffrey Stewart-Smith, editor of
East-West Digest and a former member of
Parliament, made these telling points:
"There are ominous parallels between
events in Chile and in Britain today. They had
a government voted into power on a minority
percentage of the votes committed to a
radical policy of nationalization. So have we.
They had raging inflation, So have we.
"Allende nationalized banking, insurance,
mining, textiles, consumer durables, food
canning and foreign commerce.
"The Queen's Sprmh contained indications
of further masSive nationalization in this
country. Polls, however, indicate the British
-People-do not want.it.
'."Allende brought in a state holding corn-
- pasy-Vie,rvilla,areelteis€ -me ibasisc.ae. Bar
terprIst Board.
"Allende's Directorate of Trade and In-
dustry froze prices. We have price controls
now.
"Allende demanded that trade unionists
should determine production The Govern-
ment's White. Paper 'The Regeneration a-.
Industry' demands that planning agreements
should be drawn up by management 'in close
consultation with trade union represen-
tatives.'
"If anyone thinks that these measures were
brought in to improve economic efficiency,
they should have their heads examined. The
aim never has been and never will be greater
efficiency but rather the use of economic
means to seize political power.
"What lies ahead is predictable.
"Companies faced with massive increases
in costs due to the quadrupling of Arab oil
prices probably under Soviet pressure I and
frozen prices will suffer a chronic cash flow
problem and face bankruptcy.
"Allende gave himself power to appoint
state 'interventors' on the boards of private
companies if they were in financial dif-
ficulties; reduced production; or were laying
off workers.
"Both the Labor Government and trade
union leaders in Britain are pressing for
power to appoint the same kind of people on
the boards of private companies but they will
be called state directors, state controllers or
even public trustees!"
As Mr. Stewart-Smith pointed out, the
I.abor government is under enormous
pressure to advance more quickly to
socialism. In Parliament, the extreme
leftwing group of Laborite* is opposing the
government on defense spending and other
issues. In the unions, the older aria-
communist leadership is yielding to newer
Marxist elements.
The revolutionary groups are very active in
their attacks on industry. For example, Mr.
Stewart-Smith noted in his speech that the
Interantional Socialist organization will ,
"actively find jobs for people in industry in
. order to attack . companies from.
They produce a series of revolutionary
newspapers devoted not only to various in-
dustries but to individual companies.
Clearly, the hour is late in Britain for a
major campaign of education aimed at
defending the country's free institutions,




By F.J.L Etlasingame, MD.
•
Cancer research now shows
that certain trace metals (those
in very small amounts in the
body) may have a key role in
cancer growth. Determination of
the levels of sorne trace elements
serves to measure the effect of a
treatment' used in a case of
cancer.
Bawd on animal experiments,
trace elements may prove effec-
tive in treating cancer patients.
"We are arriving at a new way
of looking at cancer," said
William Strain, Ph.D., consultant
in surgery at Case Western
Reserve University at Cleveland,
quoted in a t  article in
Modern Medicine.
Dr. Strain told of controlling
the copper-zinc ratio. In a
variety of cancer patients, cop-
per levels were above normal
and zinc levels were below nor-
mal.
It is known that copper and a
few other metals inhibit the use
of zinc by the body and that zinc
is essential in growth, healing
and protein formation.
A Cleveland ainde
on several varieties of cancer in
which the zinc-copper ratios
were elevated to 2.8 to 1 as com-
pared to a normal zinc-copper
ratio of 0.8 to L  -
In work with rats, De. Strain
and his associates found that
reducing zinc to deficiency
levels decreased tumor growth
and prolonged survival. In
another group, mimic reduction
apparently induced a remission
in two types of mouse leukemia.
A preliminary study on a num-
ber of breast cancers in humans
showed that patients who nes-
ponded successfully to treatment
had a more normal eopper-nric
ratio.
While many other investiga-
tions are necessary, early results
indicate that trace elements
may prove useful in treatment of
cancers and in determining
early the effectiveness of other
forms of therapy.
Q. M.S. desires information
regarding a test to determine if
her child is hyperlUnetic. or
overactive. She wants to give
him medicine.
A. No test is available to deter-
mine whether a child is hy-
perkinetic. The diagnosis is often
difficult to make. Such children
are on the go most of the time --
so much so that they cannot keep
their attention focused ogi what
they are doing long enough to
accomplish meaningful
behavior. Many normal children
are vigorous and exhibit an
abundance of energy Which re-
quires direction in play or work,
not medication. It is best to have
a physician evaluate the
behavior of the child who ap-
pears to be_hyperactive.
Q. Mrs. D.B. acs what is an
IUD.
A. An IUD is an intrauterine
device placed by a physician
into the uterus and retained




And as the people were in expectation, and all men
mused in their hearts of John, whether he were the
Christ, or not. Luke 3:15.
When John saw Jesus he said: Behold the Lamb of
-God who takes away the sin of the world  _
Isn't It The Truth
By Carl Riblet Jr.
When my friend down the road, the old Wyoming
cowboy, read that an analysis is being made in
Washington to determine why the U. S. has
developed the way it has during the last 100 years, he
commented to me that one thing among many he
had learned around thousands of campfires under
the stars was that when a man or a nation is on the--
skids, the first thing it does is to wonder why.
10 Years Ago Today
Murray and Calloway County residents awoke this
morning to a snow and ice covered ground. The
temperature started dropping early last night and
the rain began freezing about 7:30 p. m, followed by
the snow fall.
James (Pappy) Lawrence of Kirksey is today
celebrating his 102nd birthday at the Westview
Nursing Home. He is very active and can walk with
some help.
In basketball College High beat Fancy Farm 60 to
40, Hickman beat Murray High 7,1 to 47, and Caldwell
County beat Calloway High 70 to 57.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Graham of Parma. Mo., are
the parents of a baby girl born January 12. Mrs
Graham is the former Margie Jo Banks, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks of Murray.
20 Years Ago Today
Kenneth Earl Parker, five year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Parker, was killed today about 2:15 p. m.
when hit by a car on the Lynn Grove Highway, five
miles west of Murray.
Another death reported was Hollis C. Johnston of
Dearborn, Mich.
Charles Coleman, 17 year old Kirksey High School
student and FFA member, is the new grand
champion of the Junior Dark Fired Tobacco Show
held yesterday at Mayfield.
Miss Hilda Christine Dulaney of Murray received
the Master of Arts degree from Teachers College.
Columbia University.
Residents of Calloway County drew $228,195 in
public assistance benefits during 1954, according to
Commissioner of Economic Security Vego E.
Barnes.
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Income Tax Income Tax
Stew Johnson Scores
40 But Sounds Falter
By The Associated Press
The Indiana Pacers watched
films of their American Basket-
ball Association team but only
saw a one-man show. And since
basketball is a team sport. In-
diana's film buffs gave the
films some awful reviews.
But if they decide to watch
Wednesday night's films the
Pacers will notice more In-
diana performers and as a re-
sult, a much better perform-
ance.
"We looked at films and
there would be stretches of
three or four minutes in a row
when George ( McGinnis ) was
the only guy working for the
rebounds," Darnell Hillman
said Wednesday night. "But
now we're really hitting the
boards, giving George some
With the "Let George do it,"
policy behind them the Pacers
beat the New York Nets 111-106
in the ABA Wednesday night.
Elsewhere in the ABA, the
Spirits of St. Louis downed
Memphis 104-99 despite a 40-
point performance by the
Sounds' Stew Johnson; Ken-
tucky beat Virginia 108-102; San
Antonio topped Utah 96-91, and
San Diego trimmed Denver 121-
The Pacers front line of Hill-
man, McGinnis and Billy
Named As Coach
ATLANTA AP) - The At-
lanta Falcons of the National
Football League have hired Ed
Khayat of the Detroit Lions to
coach their defensive line.
Khayat, hired Wednesday by
Falcon Coach Marion Camp-
bell, has been defensive line
coach at Detroit since 1973.
A 10-year veteran of the
NFL, Khayat played for Wash-
ington and Philadelphia, and
Boston of the old American
Football League.
He was on the coaching staff
of the New Orleans Saints from
1967 to 1970 and moved to the
Philadelphia Eagles' staff in
1971
In 1972, Khayat became inter-
im head coach when the Eagles
were 0-3 and finished the sea-
son with a 2-11-1 record. He
then joined Detroit.
Knight combined for 69 points
to help sink the ABA's East Di-
vision leaders. Many of their
baskets came off offensive
rebounds.
Spirits 104, Sounds 99
Johnson was magnificent in
defeat for the Sounds but as he
pointed out, it was still defeat.
"I've had games like this be-
fore," said Johnson, who set a
new franchise record by scor-
ing 32 points in the second half.
"Five or six, maybe. It doesn't
mean much when you lose." He
hit 16 out of 22 shots in the sec-
ond half, a total of 20 of 30 for
the night and never went to the
foul line.
The victory snapped a streak
in which St. Louis had lost 11
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stand at 4-18 on the road.
Colonels 188, Squh-es 102
Reserve forward Mary Rob-
erts scored six points-in the fi-
nal 4:18 to lead Kentucky past
Virginia. The Colonels contin-
ued their mastery over the
Squires by running their 1974-75
mark to 7-0 and beating them
for the 10th consecutive time.
Spurs 96, Stars 91
James Silas fired in 14 points,
in the fourth quarter and San
Antonio held off a last-minute
rally by Utah to beat the Stars.
Silas finished with 26 points.
Q's 121, Nuggets 109
Travis Grant netted 39 points
and Bo Lamar had 23 for San
Diego as the Q's beat Denver
for the first time in seven tries
this season. Ralph Simpson had
25 points for the Nuggets.
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Frank Jones of Tennessee Tech
is the Ohio Valley Conference's
leading scorer with a 24.6 aver-
age, OVC statistics show.
East Tennessee's Kenny Rey-
nolds is the league's second
most consistent scorer with
20.7. Murray's Jesse Williams
is third with 20.5
Jones, a junior guard from
Chattanooga, has scored a total
of 271 points in 11 games.
George Sorrell of Middle Ten-
nessee State leads the league in
rebounding, with a 14.1 per
game average. He is followed
by 'Eastern Kentucky's Mike
Oliver at 12.1, and Murray's
Williams is third with 10.4.
East Tennessee's Robert
Brown is No.1 in field goal per-
centage with 64.4 per cent.
Morehead's Ted Hundley is sec-
ond with 58 per cent, Lend Aus-
tin Peay's Ralph Garner is
third at 57.4 per cent.
From the free throw line,
Morehead's Mike Kelly is the
OVC's most accurate scorer,
shooting 88.9 per cent. He is fol-
lowed by Eastern Kentucky's
Jimmy Segar at 87.9 per cent
and Morehead's Arch Johnson
at 84.2 per cent.
Murray's 84.8-point team av-
erage leads the league in scor-



















is now located at
903 Arcadia Street











_Allopping  Center' 
1
Chestnut S.troet
Income Tax Income Tax
ing. The Racers also have the
best shooting percentage, 49.4
per cent.
Middle Tennessee is best in
defensive statistics, giving LID
an average of 70.8 points a
game. The Raiders also lead
the OVC in rebounding with
51.6 a game.
These statistics follow two
rounds of OVC play. This week-
end Western Kentucky hosts
Morehead, Eastern Kentucky
will be at Middle Tennessee,
Tennessee Tech is at Murray
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Dayton Holds Off Rally
By Eastern To Grab Win
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -
Dayton held off a second-half
rally by Eastern Kentucky and
with a 21-point performance by
Johnny Davis, defeated the
Colonels 73-65 in college basket-
ball here Wednesday night.
Dayton jumped out to a 29-21
lead with five minutes left in
the first half but Eastern Ken-
tucky rallied and trimmed the
Flyers' advantage to three, 33-
30 at intermission.
Dayton came back in the sec-
ond half to lead by as many as
nine at 43-34 but again the Colo-
nels rallied and tied the game
at 43, scoring nine-straight in
the spurt.
Eastern Kentucky grabbed
the lead at 61-58 with 6:34 left
but Dayton rattled off eight-
straight, with Elijah getting six
of them, to put Dayton ahead
for good although the Colonels
cut the lead to 66-65 with 2:39
left: -
Eastern Kentucky couldn't
score in the last 2:39 and Day-
ton held on for the victory, pad-
ding the margin with free
throws.
Dayton had three other men
in double figures as Leighton
Moulton added 17, Allen Elijah
had 16 arici_Jim Testerman can-
ned' 10.
Eastern Kentucky was led by
Carl Brown with 20 and Jimmy
Segar added 13 while Mike Oli-
ver had 12.
In other Kentucky college
basketball, Kentucky State de-
feated Pikeville 122-101 at
Frankfort, Georgetown invaded
Thomas More for a 95-67 victo-
ry' and Northern Kentucky
downed Marion 96-92 in In-
dianapolis.
Gerald Cunningham's 34
points and 30 rebounds led Ken-
tucky State, the nation's top-
ranked college division basket-
ball team, in the victory over
visiting Pikeville.
Kentucky State was ahead all
the way, pulling out to a 24-
point margin several times.
Cunningham, leading the na-
tion in field goal percentage,
hit 75.2 per cent of his shots,
collecting 15 of 19. Harvey
Charmichael and Lewis tinder
added 20 points each for the
Thorobreds_ -
Tyrone Dunn had 26 points to
lead Pikeville. Kentucky State
is now 10-0, Pikeville is 12-5.
Andy Williams paced George-
town with a game-high 26
points as the visitors took a 14-
10 lead over Thomas More with
14:55 left in the first half and
widened it to 47-22 at the half.
Skip Redmond added 19 as
Georgetown improved its
record to 13-3 for the season.
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Kentucky wrapped up its victo-
ry over Marion at the free-
throw line after a 73-73 tie with
7:45 to play.
After a 41-41 tie in the first
half, Marion went ahead with
five quick points before a tech-
nical foul was called on North-
ern Kentucky Coach Mote Hits,
who complained about a foul
Fired's, Northern Kentucky,
led by Richard Derkson with 20
points, then outscored Marion
10-0 in the next 1:30 to take a
51-46 lead at the half. Northern
Kentucky is now 6-6 for the sea-
son. Marion is 6-10.
Wolfpack And Terps To
Battle On TV Tonight
By GORDON BEARD ..
AP Sports Writer
COLLEGE PARK, Md. AP)
- For the past three years,
David Thompson and successful
Maryland basketball haven't
mixed.
Thompson, who carried North
Carolina State to the NCAA
championship last season, leads
the fourth-ranked Woffpack into
Cole Field House for a nation-
ally televised game ( 8 p.m.,
ESTI against fifth-ranked
Maryland.
A sellout home crowd of 19,-
500 will turn out for a last look
at Thompson, hoping they final-
ly get to see the Terps score a
victory over State while the
sensational senior is around.
The Wolfpack has whipped
the Terps six straight times
over the past two seasons, only
once by more than six points,
and Thompson has averaged 31
points a game. The two losses
at home were by 86-80 and 87-
85.
Maryland is 11-1 for the cur-
rent season, losing only to sec-
ond ranked UCLA 81-75. The
Terns have twice beaten Wake
Forest, which handed State its
only loss in 11 starts, 83-78, end-
ing a 36-game winning streak_
Thompson missed 15 of 20
shots against Wake Forest's
zone, but Maryland Coach
Lefty Driesell plans to use his
usual man-to-man defense with
muscular sophomore Steve
Sheppard assigned to guard
Thompson.
"John Lucas wanted to guard
Thompson," Driesell said of
Maryland's star guard. "But
he's cocky and wants to guard
everybody. He even wanted to
guard Bill Walton last year."
Actually, Lucas, Owen Brown




TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - "Bar
him from the tour," suggested
Orville Moody.
"That's the only way any of
us are gonna_ handle him - bar
him from the tour." •
"He's playing the way people
dream about playing." said
U.S. Open champion Hale Ir-
win.
"When a guy's short game is
that good, you just can't touch
him," said Dave Hill.
"Right now, he's the best in
the world. Better than Jack
Nicklaus or Gary Player or
anybody," said Jerry Heard.
"He's the absolute best.
"He's unbeatable."
And Johnny Miller has been
Just that - unbeatable - in his
last few starts. He's won his
last three by the unlikely mar-
gins of eight, seven and a
record 14 strokes. In his last
start he was 24 under par for
the tournament and posted a
score of 260 - the lowest in the
last 20 years.
Now, in the 6200,000 Dean
Martin-Tucson Open golf tour-
nament, Miller is faced with
the problem: How to follow
that act.
"I can't top last week -
that's for sure." said Miller,
the overwhelming favorite in
the 72-hole event that got un-
derway today on the 7,200-yard,
par-72 Tucson National Gold
Club course.
Miller used a record sweep of
the first three titles of the sea-
son in 1974 as a springboard to
Player of the Year honors and
$353,000 in prize-winnings.
Now he's got the first leg on
another one.
Among his chief opponents
were PGA champ Lee Trevino,
a two-time winner of this tour-
nament; Arnold Palmer, mak-
ing his first appearance of the
Year: US. Open titleholder
Hale Irwin; $1-million winners
Billy Casper, Gene Littler, Tom
Weiskopf and Australian Bruce
Crampton; and seven of last
year's top 10 money winners.
Nicklaus and Player are not
competing.
GOLF . .
TUCSON, Ariz. - Ben Cren-
shaw carded a six-under-par 66
to win the pro-am portion of the
$200,000 Tucson Open Golf
Tournament by two strokes
over Rod Curl and Al Gelber-
ger at 68.
and Mo Howard are all consid-
ered possible shadows for
Thompson, the super jumper
who is averaging 32.6 points a
game. Lucas tops the Terps
with a 19.6 average.
Only two of the nation's ma-
jor ranked teams were in ac-
tion Wednesday night. LaSalle,
No. 11, defeated St. Joseph's,
Pa., 68-60 and North Carolina,
No. 19, beat Wake Forest 80-78.
Charlie Wise sank four cru-
cial foul shots in the final min-
utes as LaSalle beat Big Five
rival St. Joseph's in the second
game of a doubleheader at the
Palestra in Philadelphia. In the
opener, Larry and Keith Her-
ron scored 42 points between
them to spark Villanova over
Niagara 68-60.
Walter Davis hit two free
throws and Phil Ford ailded an-
other in the dosing seconds as
North Carolina beat Wake For-
est. Davis, who finished with 18
points, went to the line with 35
seconds remaining in the game
and Ford finished the Tar Heel
_scoring at the 23-second mark.
Darryl Brown scored the
_1,1100th point of his career in a
33-point night, leading the Ford-
ham Rams to a 74-72 overtime
victory over Lafayette. Brown,
the nation's leading major col-
lege rebounder, grabbed 16
rebounds and blocked six shots
in sparking the Rams; Bob
Fleischer and Pete Kramer
each fired in 17 points to pace
Duke to a 75-72 triumph over
Clemson; Mike Evans hit two
free throws to lift Kansas State
over Arkansas 73-71; Fairfield
beat Georgetown 76-65 behind a
20-point performance by Ray
Kelly and Auburn downed
Georgia Tech 87-75 as Eddie
Johnson and Stan Piepkiewcz
combined for 37 points.
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Central Retains Lead In
High School Cage Poll
By The Associated Press
Three Louisville schools' —
Central, Male and Ballard —
took the top three spots for the
second week in a row in the As-
sociated Press Kentucky high
school basketball poll.
Central. after stretching its
unbeaten string to 10 games,
received 13 of the 14 first-place
votes from sportswriters and
sportscasters across the state.
Male received the remaining
first place vote. Central
crushed Bath County 88-66 last
Friday, while Male was down-
ing Union County 85-69.
Lexington Henry Clay, using
an 84-56 victory over crosstown
rival Tates Creek to stretch its
record to 7-2, jumped from
sixth to fourth in the poll.
Lexington Bryan Station, 8-2
after a loss last Friday to
Woodford County, fall from
fourth to fifth and Christian
County slipped from fifth to
sixth, even after an 83-58
triumph over Todd County Cen-
tral.
Filling out the top 10 this
week were Warren East, 9-0;
Johnson Central, 11-1; Lexing-
ton Lafayette, 11-3, and Tates
Q-eek, 9-3.
Johnson Central, with its 73-
51 victory Friday Over Pend.: '
leton County, was the only new-
comer to the top 10. Louisville
St. Xavier, 10th last week,
dropped out but was only three
points behind Tates Creek.
Ballard, unbeated in eight
games, made Louisville Wag-
gener its latest victim to the
tune of 101-60. The only other
unbeaten team in the top 10,
Warren East, whipped Edmon-
son County 79-68 Friday.
Here is this week's Associ-
ated Press Kentucky high
school basketball poll, with first
place votes and win-loss
records in parentheses and
point totals on a 10-947-6-5-4-3-
2-1 basis:
I. Central ( 13) (10-0) 129
2. Male I 1) 1 9-1) 116
3. Ballard (8-0) 91
4. Henry Clay (7-2) 85
5. Bryan Station (8-2) 72
6. Christian Co. (13-1) 48
7. Warren East 1 9-0) 42
8. Johnson Cen,tral ( 11-1) 34
9. Lafayette (11-3) 31
10. Tates Creek (9-3) 26
Others receiving votes: St.
Xavier 23; Madison 16; Tilgh-
man 15; Knott Co. Central 13;
Anderson Co. 7; North Hardin
6; Ashland 3; Union Co. 2;
Mayfield and Wolfe Co., one
each.
Tourney Crown
BOSTON ( AP) — Boston Col-
lege meets Harvard on a neu-
tral court at Boston University
tonight for the championship of
the fifth annual Beanpot Bas-
ketball Championship.
In opening round games
Tuesday night, Boston College
beat Boston University 86-78
and Harvard rolled over North-
eastern 8(1-67.
. .
—LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Johnny
Petraglia of New York aver-
aged 235 for the first 12 quail-
fying games to grab a 63-pin...




QUEBEC — The Quebec gov-
ernment will intervene and im-
pose a settlement to end a
strike of 1,200 ironworkers that
has jeopardized the future of
the 1976 Summer Olympic
Games in Montreal.






KANSAS CITY ( AP) — Aging
slugger Harmon Killebrew has
bid farewell to the Minnesota
Twins and hopes to gain a new
lease on his baseball life with
the Kansas City Reyals.
Joe Burke, general manager
of the Royals, announced
Wednesday the club has
reached an agreement with the
famed 38-year-old home run
specialist and that Killebrew
"can sign a contract with us as
soon as he is released by the
Killebrew came to terms with
the Royals after day-tong re-
ports he was headed for the
Texas Rangers. Burke did not
disclose terms of the one-year
agreement but the Rangers
said they would not meet Kill-
ebrew's reported request for
$80,000 a year.
Royals Stadium may have
been a factor in Killebrew's de-
sire to join Kansas City rather
than Texas.
-Texas might have the tough-
est park to hit in both
leagues," Killebrew said from
his home in Ontario, Ore. "
'Muhammad All Named
I AP Athlete Of Year
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Al' Sports Writer
NEW YORK (Al') — Muham-
mad All evened two scores last
year — beating Joe Frazier and
regaining the heavyweight
championship he had lost out of
the ring. For his successes, he
was named The Associated
Press Male Athlete of 1974.
All, who regained the title by
knocking out George Foreman
in Africa, received 162 votes in
a nationwide poll of sports
writers and sportscasters. Hank
Aaron, who broke Babe Ruth's
carreer home run record by
hitting No. 715 in April, finished
second with 110 points and Lou
Brock, who set a major league
base-stealing record of 118, was
third with 67.
Tennis star Chris Evert was
named Female Athlete of the
Year for 1974 Wednesday.
"Do they pick the best ath-
lete or the most famous,"
asked All when informed of
winning the 44th annual poll.
"The best," he was told.
All smiled.
The 32-year-old champion had
a lot to smile about in 1974.
"It was my greatest year,"
said All who opened it by beat-
ing Joe Frazier on a unanimous
12-round decision Jan. 28 at
Madison Square Garden to
avenge a 15-round decision loss
to Frazier, then champion,
March 8, 1971.
But it was Oct. 30 in the ear-
ly morning hours in the Equa-
taorial African nation of Zaire
that All reached another peak
in a career marked by the
dramtic and unexpected — his
title-winning upset of Sonny
Liston in 1964; the conviction
for refusing induction into the
military and his being stripped
of the title in 1967; his dramat-
ic return to the ring in 1970
against Jerry Quarry; the first
Frazier fight in 1971 and the
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the draft-evasion conviction
that same year; and his bro-
ken-jaw loss to Ken Norton in.
1973, which many boxing ob-
servors felt signaled the end of
his career.
On that morning in Zaire, as
a 3-1 underdog, Ali knocked out
George Foreman in the eighth
round and regained the cham-
pionship, a decade after he first
won it and seven years after he
had it stripped from him.
"I told you I was the greatest
of all time," All chided report-
ers after the fight. "Never
again say I'm going to be de-
feated.
"All of you suckers bow. Now
you have to recognize me as
the scholar of boxing."
The year of 1974 was also a
big one to Ali financially. He
got about 83 million for fighting
Frazier and 85 million for his
effort against Foreman.
In winning the 44th annual
AP poll, Ali become only the
third boxer to do so. The others
were heavyweight Joe Louis, in
1935 when he won the title by
knocking out Jim Braddock,
and Ingernar Johannson, in 1959
when he gained the title by
knocking out Floyd Patterson.
In the race for the 1974
award, golfer Johnny Miller,
who won eight tournaments and
a record 9353,000, finished
fourth.
Walton May Return
CLEVELAND (Al') — Port-
land Coach Lenny Wilkens said
Wednesday that his star rookie
Bill Walton may return to the
line-up for the Trail Blazers'
National Basketball Association
contest with the Cleveland Cav-
aliers here tonight.
"Bill will be with us in Cleve-
land,- said Wilkens, who
played with the Cavaliers last
season. "He's not ready physi-
cally to go full out yet and will
have to work his way back into
the line-up."
Wilkens said it depends what
kind of game it is and if he
feels the time is right before
he'll put Walton in to play.
The former UCLA star has
been sidelined with various in-
juries and illnesses the past 20
games. He, began working out
last Saturday.
HOCKEY
• MINNEAPOLIS — Dave For-
bes Of the Boston Bruins was
indleted-by g on a..
felony charge of aggravated as-
sault and received a 10-day sus-
pension from National Hockey
League President Clarence
('ampbell, all in connection
with an incident during a
league game Jan. 4 against
Minnesota
certainly hope I can play a
couple more years. Kansas City
is giving me that opportunity.
like the ballpark, and I
like the club's chances of being
a pennant winner."
Killebrew will be used by the
Royals as a designated hitter
and pinch hitter. He had 74 hits
in 333 times at bat, 13 home
runs and drove in 54 runs for
the Twins in 1974.
Killebrew's move to the Roy-
als closes out a 14-year reign in
Minnesota with whom he be.,,
came one of baseball's most
feared hitters.
He has 559 career home runt,
many of them of record dis-
tance, and is fifth on the all-
time list.
Burke was elated and Twins
owner Calvin Griffith and thou-
sands of Minnesota fans sad-
dened by Wednesday's develop-
ments.
-We are delighted to have
Killebrew," said Burke. "We
believe he can help us tremen-
dously and will add much
needed right-handed hitting
power to our lineup."
-He's been with the Twins
for the past 14 years," said
Griffith, who signed Killebrew
in 1954 fresh out of high school
at Payette, Idaho. "We're tre-
mendously indebted to him for
all he's meant to our organ-
ization and our area."
Killebrew, most prolific right-
handed home run hitter in
American League history and
an AL All-Star 13 times, said he
was offered three options by
Griffith.
-I had a chance to manage
Tacoma in the Pacific Coast
League," the slugger explained,
-stay with Minnesota as a
pinch hitter -and batting coach
or be released.
-Sure, it's tough making this
change. I told Calvin I wanted
to play but apparently they felt
I couldn't any more."
The Twins offered Killebrew
$40,000, one-half of his reported
1974 salary, to remain with the
organization during the 1975
campaign but apparently the
overwhelming desire to contin-
ue to compete influenced the
old pro in his decision to take
Griffith up on his offer for an
unconditional release.
Ted Marchibroda Named As New




BALTIMORE ( AP) — Ted
Marchibroda said he doesn't
drink milk, and he's never been
known to lick his thumb on the
sidelines, but more important
traits of mentor George Allen
have rubbed off.
After 14 years as an assistant
coach in the National Football
League, the last nine under Al-
len, Marchibroda has signed a
three-year contract as coach of
the Baltimore Colts.
"I wanted somebody who had
been with a winner, who under-
stands what it means to win,"
General Manager Joe Thomas
said at a Wednesday news con-
ference. "I didn't care whether
he had a big name or not."
Thomas said he was im-
pressed by the numerous rec-
ommendations received on
Marchibroda's behalf, and on
his record of directing the of-
fense of nine consecutive win-
ning teams at Los Angeles and
Washington.
Although the 43-year-old
Marchibroda said he had had
"no great desire to become a
head coach" and had never ap-
plied for such a job, he felt 19
years as an assistant was an
adequate apprenticeship.
"In my first five years with
Bill McPeak in Washington,"
he said, "I learned the X's and
O's of the game, or why we do
certain things.
"Under George, I learned or-
ganization, preparation, hard
work, and how to handle
people. I now feel comfortable
taking a head coaching job."
A new coach invaribly brings
in a new staff of assistants, but
Marchibroda bowed to the
wishes of Thomas and asked
the entire 1974 staff to return.
"That's something I had to
consider, something nobody
else does," Marchibroda said.
-But I thought it was best for
this club because it needs sta-
bility and continuity."
The new coach, who played
four seasons as an NFL quar-
terback in the 1950s with the
Pittsburgh Steelers and Chi-
cago Cardinals, said he was im-
pressed by the ability of the
young Colts despite their record
of 2-12 last season and 11-31 for
the past three years.
Marchibroda said he wasn't
concerned about the frequent
coaching changes under Thom-
as and owner Robert Irsay
since they took over the team
in July, 1972.
"I took the job for two rea-
sons," said Marchibroda, the
fifth head coach in 27 months,
"because I feel we can win in
Baltimore and because I felt I




NEW YORK ( AP) — Marvin
Barnes was a missing person
for several games earlier this
season because of a contract
dispute with the Spirits of St.
Louis. But his whereabouts for
Jan. 28 will be no mystery
when he joins Julius Erving
and other East stars for the
American Basketball Associ-
ation's All-Star Game.
Barnes is the first rookie to
crack the All-Star lineup since
Artis Gilmore landed a spot on
the 1972 team, the ABA an-
nounced Wednesday.
The 6-foot-9, 225-pound giant
was a standout at Providence
College and hasn't let up since
graduating to St. Louis, where
he has averaged 22 points and
15 rebounds a game. Against
San Diego early in the season,
he scored 98 points and
grabbed 30 rebounds.
At the other forward spot will
be New York Nets' Julius Er-
ving, who was a unanimous se-
lection by the voting media
from the league's 10 cities.
For Erving, last year's regu-
lar season and playoff most
valuable player, it will be his
fourth consecutive MI-Star ap-
pearance.
Rounding out the front line
for the Eastern Division All-
Star squad will be Kentucky's
Gilmore, the most valuable
player in last year's mid-season
classic and an All-Star starter
for the fourth straight year.
The rest of the starting lineup
includes guard Louie Dampier
of Kentucky, appearing in a
record-tying seventh All-Star
Game, and guard Freddie
Lewis of St. Louis.
The Western starters will be
forwards George McGinnis of
Indiana and George Gervin of
San Antonio, center Swen Nater
of San Antonio and guards Ron
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Hinse Scores Five Goals
As Aeros Stomp Oilers
By The Associated Press
Most hockey players don't get
five shots in a game, much less
five goals.
So you'd have to say that
Andre Hinse's performance in
the World Hockey Association
Wednesday night was rare.
Rinse, who never had as
many as three goals in a hock-
ey game before, scored five
times in leading the Houston
Aeros to a 9-2 victory over the
Edmonton Oilers.
No one haa,eyer scored more
than five goals in a WHA
game. Only two players have
done as well - Ron Climie of
Edmonton and farmer New
York Raider Ron Ward.
Hinse picked up a pair of
goals in the first period, added
a single goal in the second and
came back with a pair in the
final period.
The first two were against
Edmonton goalie Ken Brown
and the last three against back-
up goaltender Chris Worthy.
When the Oilers drew two
penalties in the last minute,
Rinse was out looking for No. 6
but Worthy stopped him twice.
The performance by Rinse en-
abled Houston goaltender Ron
Grahame to win a league-
record llth game in a row.
In the other games Wednes-
day night, the Minnesota Fight-
ing Saints beat the Cleveland
Crusaders 4-2; the New Eng-
land Whalers topped the Chi-
cago Cougars 7-5; the Van-
couver Blazers turned back the
Winnipeg Jets 4-2 and the To-
ronto Toros and Phoenix Roa-
drunners played to a 5-5 tie.
Fighting Saints 4, Crusaders 2
Fran Huck's two goals led
Minnesota over Cleveland.
Huck's first goal in the opening
period glided under goalie Ger-
ry Cheevers' legs, giving the
Saints a 2-0 lead. In the second
period his score came while the
Saints were shorthanded and
pushed their advantage to 4-0.
Huck's goals raised his sea-
son's output to 17
Whalers 7, Cougars 5
Veteran defenseman Ted
Green scored his second goal of
the season on a power play ear-
ly in the third period as New
England defeated Chicago.
Blazers 4, Jets 2
Butch Deadmarsh and Bryan
Campbell scored third-period
goals to break a tie and lead
Vancouver over Winnipeg.
Deadmarsh's shot at the 4:21
mark of the final period sent
the Blazers into a 3-2 lead and
less than eight minutes later,
Campbell gave them an insur-
ance score.
Tome 6, Roadrunners 5
Two goals by Tom Simpson
and Paul Henderson in a 28-sec-
ond span in the third period
pulled Toronto even for a 5-5
overtime tie with Phoenix.
Simpson drilled his 31st goal
and Henderson his 20th to pull
the Toros even.
Local Youths Win In
Optimist Cage Contest
Several local youths recently
won awards for their out-
standing performances in the
Regional Optimist Tri-Star
Basketball Contest held at the
Mayfield High School Gym.
Competition included boys from
Murray, Mayfield, Princeton,
and Cadiz, Kentuciey.
First place winners included:
Age 8-David Randolph, Carter
Elementary; son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Randolph and Age
10-Kevin Calvin, Carter
Elementary; son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Calvin.
Second place winners In-
cluded: Age 9-Chris Sheridan,
Southwest Calloway; son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Sheridan. Age
11-Vic Marshall, Murray
Middle School; son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Marshall. Age
12-Howie Crittendon, Murray
Middle School; son of Howard
and Jeannie Crittenden. Age
13-Keith Edwards, North
Calloway; son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Edwards.
The first place winners will
compete against other regional
winners from Kentucky and
West Virginia in Elizabethtown
on January 25th.
FOOTBALL .
BALTIMORE - Ted March-
ibroda, an assistant coach in
the National Football League
for the past 14 years, was
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Report From East Arkansas
The combination of Murray High and
Carlisle County basketball players that forms
the starting five at East Arkansas College will
be in Murray February Ito play the Murray
State Jayvees.
The starters include Porter and Tyrone
McCuiston and Danny Hudspeth of Murray
High and Mike Woods and John Martin of
Carlisle County. Also at East Arkansas but
ineligible until next season is former Murray
High star Glenn Jackson, who quit at
Paducah Community College last month.
Since the Christmas break, the team has
won two of three games. The team, coached
by Zip Zanetta, a former assistant coach at
Ballard Memorial, got a big boost when
Porter McCuiston became eligible to play this
month.
The game they lost wasn't even close as
they were blown off 112-67 by West Arkansas.
In the game, John Martin scored 19, Tyrone 17
and Porter 14. Tyrone had 25 rebounds,
Porter 22 and Danny Hudspeth 19.
In a game with Garland College, East
Arkansas traded by 18 with just 10 minutes
left to play. — Among some of the closer ones Tuesday
And then came the press. In a span of included Ballard over Fulton City by 12 1.17,',lust
Calloway over Cuba by 23 28.), Fulton Countythree and one-half minutes, East Arkansas
outscored Garland 32-2 and went on to take an
82-80 win. Martin again led the scoring with 25
while Tyrone had 17. Porter 16, Woods 12 and
Hudspeth 12.
In the rebounding department, Tyrone had
26, Porter 25, Hudspeth 23 and Woods 12.
Last Saturday, East Arkansas won 117-111
over Shorter College.
Martin, hitting 12 of 20 from the long range,
scored 29 but he took second place in the
scoring race as Tyrone had 32. Porter scored
26 while Hudspeth added 17.
In the rebounding, Tyrone had, believe it or
not, 30 while Hudspeth had 22 and Porter 18.
Martin is averaging 27.3 points per game
and is leading the conference in scoring while
Tyrone is averaging 21.0 and Hudspeth 20.0.
Tyrone, the leading junior college
rebounder in the nation, is grabbing off 19.5
caroms per game while Hudspeth averages
15.5 retrieves.
Martin leads the conference in assists while
Tyrone is third. A large crowd is expected to
be on hand when East Arkansas tangles with
the Racer Jayvees in the preliminary game to
Murray State and Eastern Kentucky.'
MSU Baseball
Johnny Reagan has released his baseball
schedule for this spring.
Murray State, which swept to a 6-0 fall
season and clinched the fall title of the
western division, will open the season at home
on March 7 with a tripleheader against Iowa
State.
No, that's not a misprint.
A tripleheader.
Because of a limited budget, Iowa State
must make their trips as short as possible but
yet play as many games as possible. So on the
following day, March 8, the teams will play
another tripleheader.
Six games in two days. Unreal isn't it?
After that, the 'Breds will have three days
off before playing host to Butler on March 12
to open a seven-game series.
The following week, Southern Illinois visits
Reagan Field on the 18th.
Other teams on the schedule include
Rutgers, Chicago, North Dakota, Austin
Peay, Brown, Providence, Purdue, Western,
Vanderbilt, Middle Tennessee, Memphis
State, Loultville, Lambuth and Arkansas
State.
The road schedule is very limited as the
'Breds will play a single game at SIU, and
doubleheaders at Austin Peay, Memphis
State and Arkansas State. In all, there are 53
games set for the spring schedule, 46 of which
are at home.
Murray is expected to again be ranked
among the top teams in the country.
Cage Predictions
I'm now right about at where I figured I
should be for predicting the outcome of area
high schools games.
For the season I've hit 80 and missed 27 for
a mark of .748, which is pretty dog-gone good
considering high school ball is not as
predictable as college basketball is.
over Wingo-by five 4) and Murray High over
Sedalia by 14 121). The week before that, I hit
three games right on the nose.
I would rate the top 10 teams in the First
Region as follows: Paducah Tilghman,
Mayfield, St. Mary, Carlisle County, Lone
Oak, Hickman County, Reidland, Murray
High, Calloway County and Farmington.
After this past weekend's play in the OVC,
I've just decided to throw away my power
ratings and quit making predictions on
conference games. It's useless.
It doesn't matter how good or bad a team is,
anything can happen in the OVC. How, for
instance, does Murray go to Morehead and
win and Austin Peay go to Eastern and win,
both actually rather easily.
And then when the teams switch and
Murray plays at Eastern and Austin Peay
plays at Morehead, bang. The eastern teams
win rather easily. Crazy isn't it?
Win Meals At Rudy's
Two meals are up for grabs in the contest
this week for the free meal at Rudy's
Restaurant.
The rules of the game are simple: The first
person to call me at 753-6977 at exactly Sp. m.
Saturday wt,wis one of the meals if he has
the correct answer to the question.
One person can't win both meals so keep
calling, even if you get a busy signal.
Below you, is one-half the question; now,
since this is so easy, tell me where this man
was working at the time the picture was
taken.
The free meal at Rudy's lS worth up to $2.40
of your choice on the menu.
18-Year-Old Grant Mulvey Has
Winning Goal For Black Hawks
By FRANK BROWN ..
AP Sports Writer
Not all roads lead from Mer-
ritt, British Columbia to West
Madison Street In Chicago. It's
a long trip just to see a hockey
game.
Grant Mulvey knows it, so he
was happy to make the trip
worthwhile for his parents by
scoring the winning goal for the
Black Hawks in a 2-1 National
Hockey League victory over the
arch-rival Vancouver Canucks
Wednesday night.
For an 18-year-old, Mulvey
showed a lot of poise when the
puck skittered to him midway
through the second period. Chi-
cago center Ivan Boldirev
broke in on Canucks' goalie
Gary Smith and passed to Mul-
vey on his right. Smith came
out to meet the youngster but
Mulvey found an opening for
his fifth goal of the season and
made Mr. and Mrs. Mulvey
even prouder of their favorite
right wing
The 2-1 victory closed the Ca-
nucks' Division 2 lead to five
points over the Black Hawks,
who once trailed by 19. Else-
where in the NHI„ the Mon-
treal C-anadiens downed the
Boston Bruins 5-3; the New
York Iltangers.topped the Min-
nesatat Niwth Stars 5-3; the Buf-
falo Sabres blanked the Calif or-
- slia. Gelds*Sealer 4-0i the Pitts-
burgh Penguins trimmed the
Atlanta Flames 5-3, and the To-
ronto Maple Leafs defeated the
St. Louis Blues 4-1.
"I feel especially good
tonight, not just because of the
winning goal but because my
parents saw me play for the
first time," an exuberant Mul-
vey said after the game. "They
came a long way to see me and
because I'm 18 I know I've got
a long way to go.-
Canadiens 5, Bruhui 3
Yvan Cournoyer scored twice
and red-hot Guy Lafleur once
to extend Montreal's unbeaten
string to 21 games - two
games short of the record the
Bruins set in 1941.
Ranger' 5, North Stars 3
The Rangers struck for three
second-period goals to hand the
North Stars their seventh
straight defeat, but lost rookie
sensation Rick Middleton for
four to six weeks with a broken
leg.
Sabres 4, Golden Seals 0
Rick Dudley scored twice and •
goalie Roger Crozier recorded
his second shutout of the season
for the Sabres. -
Center Don Luce scored his
sixth short-handed goal of the
season only two short of the
league record held by Toronto's
Dave Kean, while Rick Martin
had the other goal.
Penguins 5, Flames 3
Jean Pronovst's 21st goal of
the season broke a 3-3 tie and
handed Atlanta its fired loss in
II games The Penguins
haven't lost at .home in 12
games
Maple Leek 4, Blues I
Bob Neely and Errol ThornO-
son scored first-period goals
and Taranto rode strong goal-
tending by Doug Favell to their
victory over St. Louis. Gary
Sabourin and Lanny McDonald
were the other Maple Leafs
marksmen while Chuck Lefley
managed the Blues' goal
Racer Women To Host
Tourney_This Weekend
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Want to see some of the top
college basketball teams in the
United States play at Murray?
Your opportunity is coming.
Believe it or not, this weekend
will have three of the top teams
in the country right here in
Murray. And it all means the
Murray State women's
basketball team will certainly
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Goodbye Kansas
LAWRENCE, Kan. n.t'l -
Ralph Haymie, a pole vaulter,
and Mark Fletcher, a basket-
ball player, have withdrawn
from athletic participation at
the University of Kansas.
Haymie, who vaults 17 feet,
said he did not like the Jay-
hawk track program. He was
the national junior college
champion last year at Arizona
Central Junior College.
Fletcher, a freshman, had
seen little varsity action with
the basketball team and said he
has decided to enroll at Tulane.
He played high school basket-
ball at Collinsville, Ill., under
his father. Virgil Fletcher.
BASKETBALL
SALT LAKE CITY - The
American Basketball Associ-
ation Utah Stars acquired
guard John Roche from the
Kentucky Colonels for an undis-
closed amount of cash and fu-
ture considerations
have its work cut out.
The round-robin tournament
will begin in the Sports Arena at
6:30 p. m. Friday when Mem-
phis State battles Tennessee
Tech. In the nightcap, Murray
will play Eastern Kentucky at 8
p. m.
Saturday games include
Murray and Memphis State at
9:30 a. m., Eastern and Tech at
11 a. m., Memphis State and
Eastern at 2 p. m. and Murray
and Tech at 5:30 p. m.
The Murray-Tech game will
serve as a preliminary game to
the varsity contest between the
Racers and Tech.
The Tennessee Tech Golden
Eaglettes got all the way to the
semifinals of the NCAA
Tournament last year before
being eliminated. This year in
Cookeville, they are talking in
terms of a national cham-
pionship.
Three of the Tech starters are
over 6-0.
Presently, Tech is ranked
sixth in the nation.
Last year‘they rolled to a 26-5
season.
Memphis State is a big and
physically strong team. They
start a front line of 6-3, 6-0 and 5-
11.
Eastern is led by 6-2 Bernie
Kok. Overall, the Colonels are
probably the largest team in the
tourney.
Murray will carry a 1-2 record
into the tournament.
The Racers have defeated
Lambuth by 12 and lost to UTM
in pre-Christmas games.
In their only game since
Christmas, the Racers fell 55-50
at Lambuth.
"We still haven't gotten the
Christmas out of us," Coach
Dewdrop Rowlett said.
"Sometimes I don't know. It
might be better to start out the
season after Christmas."
The Racers will go with a
solid backcourt combination of
Lois Holmes and Jana lines at
the guard spots.
Holmes is a 5-6 senior from
Glasgow while Jones is a 5-4
junior from Odgen, Ia.
At the pivot will be 6-0
sophomore Cindy Leimbach of
Ashland.
The forwards positions will be
held by Debbie Hays, a 5-8
sophomore from Paris, 'Tn., and
Gene Thomason, a 5-8 senior
from Center Ridge, Tn.
Top reserves include 5-8
freshman Dianne Woolfolk of
Benton, 5-5 freshman Beverly
Parrish of Lockport, 5-5 fresh-
man Roxanne Maddix of
Ashland and 5-5 freshman
Teresa Moore of Carlisle
County.
"I just hope we can play good -
bell," Rowlett said.
"I don't think We have an easy
game on our schedule. It see=-'- 
like everyone we play this year
has a good club."
After the tourney this
weekend, the Murray State
women will play Austin Peay in
the Sports Arena at 6:30 p. m.
Tuesday.
The following weekend, the
Racers play in the Mid-South
Tournament at Memphis State.
The Racers will appear with
the varsity twice more this
season, playing the preliminary
games on February 3 and
February 24.
RAY'S LOUNGE --- South Fulton. Tenn.
Every Thursday Nite, We Present:
"Wolfman and the Pack1/
1 Every 2nd Fri. & Sat. Every 4th Fri. & Sat."The Choctaw" "The Strongbox"
Open 7: pin-Cover Chg. $2 ea. - Close 12: pm
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MODELS, PLANS, PRODUCTS, FURNISH-
INGS, APPLIANCES, AND BUILT-IN CON-
VENIENCES, WITH SPECIAL VALUE AND
SALES; YOURS TO CHOOSE FROM AT THE
1975 SHOW
HOURS:
FRI 3 pm. - 10 p.m.
SAT. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
SUN. 11 am -7 pm
EAS/ER Moot& Home/
Adults $2.00 Children Uruiet 12 — FREE
SPONSORF() AY
MOBILE HOMES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
KENTUCKY MANUFACTURED HOUSING INSTITUTE
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fronside To Make Final
Network Appearance Tonight
NEW YORK (AP — "Iron-
stele" has its last NBC perform-
ance tonight after eight seasons
on the air. But Raymond Burr
already has left the wheelchair
he occupied as the paraplegic
Chief Robert Ironside to work
on other projects, including a
possible new series.
He reports it feels "great,
just great" to be out of the
wheelchair.
"I'm not a sitter, anyway,"
says Burr, 57, who went
directly from eight years as
"Perry Mason" on TV into
-Ironside," which already is in
reruns, syndicated in 130 Amer-
ican cities by his count.
The Canadian-born actor,
who began his career at 19 in
Toronto, Lives on a three-acre
spread in the Hollywood Hills
when he's working and relaxes
on a copra plantation he owns
on Naitauba in the Fiji Islands.
Burr, in town on business,
said in a phone interview the
new series he may do would be
about "a particular kind of doc-
tor." He declined to give de-
tails until he sees the script of
a two-hour TV movie which
could prove the pilot show fee_
the series.
"I may not do the show if the
script doesn't work out," said
Burr, who has made enough
loot from "Ironside" and "Per-
ry Mason" to loaf for life if he
so chooses.
Why, then, consider plunging
back into the grind of a series?
"It's not a question of plung-
ing back," the veteran actor
said. "It's a question of making
my plans for the next five or
six years. I don't want to leave
television, but I do want to lim-
it my work in it.
"And now I'm in a position to
ask both a network and the pro-
duction company working with
my company to liznit the num-
ber of shows each year so that
I'm only working six months of
the year on television."
Burr, who said he's been toil-
ing 10 months each year on TV
in the past, said he'd use the
remaining six months of his
new work schedule for movie




WASHINGTON ( AP) — CIA
Director William E. Colby met
in closed session with the Sen-
ate Armed Services Committee
today to answer questions
about his admission that the
CIA spied on antiwar groups
and other dissidents in the
United States.
Colby had no comment as he
arrived on Capitol Hill for his
second appearance before the
committee in as many days.
Chairman John C. Stennis, D-
Miss., who is briefed on most
CIA operations, said he had
been unaware of most of the
domestic activity described by
Colby on Wednesday.
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He said he already has two
theatrical movie projects on the
drawing boards now — one on
the Life of Pope John XXIII,
whom he portrayed last year in
an NBC special, and a satire
set in the South Pacific.
y Meets With
Committee Today
Iran, also appeared before the
committee, sitting next to Col-
by. Helms headed the agency
from 1966 to 1973, during which
many of the domestic activities
acknowledged by Colby or-
cured.
Meanwhile, Rep. Paul Find-
ley, R-1ll., said in a speech pre-
pared for delivery on the House
floor today that Helms should
not be permitted to return to
his diplomatic post until he is
completely cleared of
wrong doing.
Findley, a member of the THIWIY-DAY WEATHER FORECAST—This is the 30-day
House Foreign Affairs Corn- outlook for temperatures and precipitation for the United
mittee, said the charges States according to information supplied by the National
against Helms have "greatly Weather Service,
compromised his effectiveness"
as ambassador— _
CHOSEN BY AIR FORCE—Air Force Secretary John
McLucas holds a model of the YE16 fighter plane during a
news conference in Washington at the Pentagon. The Air
Force announced that they had chosen the General
Dynamics Corp., aircraft as their new supersonic air combat
fighter. Itor Wweplootcn
One-Man Show Slated At MSU
A one-man show of figurative
paintings and drawings by
Anthony Droege, a member of
the art faculty at Indiana
University at South Bend, will
be on exhibit at Murray State
University through Feb. 5.
Droege, a member of the
faculty at Murray State from
1968 through 1971, was on the
campus for a reception Sunday,
Jan. 12, to open the exhibition in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Work in the show includes 11
paintings which portray people
in larger than life size on the
fourth floor level and 14
drawings on the fifth floor level.
Richard Jackson, gallery
director on the campus, called
Droege "one of the emerging
painters in the move back to
realism across the country in
the 1960s."
Adding that Droege has
progressed significantly as an
artist since leaving the faculty
cc>.
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at Murray State, Jackson said
his work is now included in
prestigious invitational shows
along with that of some of the
nation's leading artists. He said
Droege has gained the stature
to be represented by a gallery in
New York City.
One of the paintings in the
Droege show will become the
property of Murray State. It will
be the fifth painting by the artist
in the university's permanent
collection.
Droege, 31, is a native of
Philadelphia. He earned the A.
B. degree at Penn State
University and the M. A. and M.
F. A. degrees at the University
of Iowa.
Gallery hours at Murray
State are 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Monday through Saturday and 1
to 5 p. m. on Sundays.
Dr. Sheeks Has
Article Published
An article entitled "Five
Socrateses?" by Dr. Wayne
Sheeks, chairman of the
Department of Philosophy at
Murray State University, ap-
peared in the fall issue of
"Philosophic Research and
Ana lysis. "
In the publication, a bi-
monthly information and news
journal of The Fellows of the
Philosophy of Men, Sheeks
analyzes the images of Socrates
as presented by Plato,
Xenophon and Arlstophanes.
He concludes that the fifth
Century B. C. Hellene is largely
a legendary character and that
historical evidence is in-
sufficient to provide any but the
most sketchy biography of the
historieal person named
Socrates.
Sheets, a member of the
faculty at Murray State" since
T91135„; has bees riasirman of the
department since 1971. He
earned the B. A. and B. D
degrees at Phillips University
and Theological Seminary and




Nationwide Strike In March
WASHINGTON (AP) — Let-
ter carriers are threatening a
nationwide strike in March if
the U.S. Postal Service imple-
ments a new delivery system
designed to increase efficiency
but which union leaders say
will eliminate 15,000 jobs.
The National Association of
Letter Carriers has sent letters
to all locals urging its nearly
200,000 members to prepare for
"the possibility of a national
job action as a result of imple-
mentation of computerized
route adjustments contrary to
the best interest and welfare of
our membership."
The union says the new sys-
tem would turn its men into
"robots" and slow the mail by
overburdening mail carriers.
Postal officials charge the un-
ion is formulating "a nationally
organized plan to soften the
public and the press for a pos-
sible illegal strike against the
government
A strike, if it comes, would
be the first against the postal
system since the historic walk-
out of March 1970 when federal
troops were called in to help
deliver the mails. The walkout





slipped by 2.8 per cent in De-
cember, the largest monthly
drop in nearly 16 years.
The Federal Reserve Board,
reporting the drop Wednesday,
warned that further cutbacks
are in store for the auto in-
dustry.
The report came as President
Ford presented Congress with
economic proposals designed to
shift the administration's focus
from fighting inflation to fight-
ing recession
The monthly decline left the
Fed's industrial output index




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API
Only 18 Kentucky burley to-
bacco markets conducted sales
Wednesday and the per hun-
dredweight average was off 42
cents and the volume down 2,-
835,948 pounds from Tuesday's
figures.
The per hundredweight aver-
age of $103.913 was based on the





Paducah and Somerset markets
were closed for the season and
no sales were conducted at Mt.
Sterling.
The best price of the day, a
$108.41 per hundredweight aver-
age on 1,919,605 pounds, was
recorded at Lexington, the
state's largest marketing cen-
ter.
Franklin's 885.34 per hun-
dredweight average on just 9,-
572 pounds was the lowest aver-
age price of the. day.
A hundred pounds of tobacco
brought an average of $106.00
at Harrodsburg, where volume
was 73,581 pounds and More-
head's per hundredweight aver-
age on 194,558 pounds was
$105.82.
New Albany, Ind. sold 55,945
pounds of burley for a per hun-
dredweight average of $98.73,
while Huntington, West Virginia
markets averaged $71.98 per
hundredweight on 75,622
pounds.
The average per hun-
dredweight at Hopkinsville on
the Eastern Fire Cured, type 22
market was $91.73 on volume of
146,220 pounds.
The Green River, type 36
dark tobacco sold for an aver-
age of $62.96 per hundredweight
at Owensboro, which handled
36,690 pounds of leaf.
'SUPERSTAR' OKAY
DURBAN, South Africa Ai.
— A record company, Gan,
(Africa) Ltd., has won s..a
nerd in the sapreme rxturt_
against a goVernment ban on
"Jeeus-Chrtst Super/KW"
The court ruled the words
and music of the alburn were
neither blasphemous nor in-
sulting to the religious con-
victions or feelings of any sec-
tion of the population.
was a year ago — the largest
calendar year drop since a 7
per cent decline in 1957.
Meanwhile, wholesale prices
declined in December for the
first time in 14 months. The La-
bor Department put the drop at
five-tenths of l per cent.
Government analysts said the
decline indicated a break in the
nation's inflationary rate. But
the December rate still left
wholesale prices for all of 1974
up 20.9 per cent.
That was the biggest annual
increase since prices rose 31.1
per cent in 1946 following the




Christmas week than at any
time since the government be-
gan paying jobless benefits in
1937, the Labor Department
said.
It reported 3,923,700 checks
were collected that week, a
weekly jump of more than
623,000.
The Fed attributed the De-
cember decline in industrial
output to a broad weakness in
the economy.
Auto assemblies were down





Of TVA Peabody Deal
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( API—A
lawsuit to require the Ten-
nesww Valley 
the details of its secret of-
fer to buy the Peabody Coal Co.
has been scheduled for trial
March 4.
The suit, filed by Joe Davis,
owner of Davis Coal Inc.,
claims that TVA's refusal to
disclose details of the proposed
purchase violates the Freedom
of Information Act.
In setting the trial date, U.S.
District Court Judge L. Clure
Morton ruled out any continu-
ance requested after Feb. 12.
Peabody, the nation's largest
coal producer, is a subsidiary
of Kennecott Copper Co., which
has been ordered to divest it-
self of interest in the coal firm
Davis claims the purchase of-
fer information is necessary in
order to decide whether to chal-
lenge its constitutionality. He
says that if TVA bought Peabo-
dy and stopped buying coal
from' his firm, a substantial
portion of his firm's income
would be lost.
rate of 5.4 million units, mean-
ing that cars came off the as-
sembly line in December at a
rate 35 per cent below last
year's.
Because new car inventories
are still at near, ecurd levels,
the Fed said the outlook is for
further cutbacks.
Ford Motor Co. has become
the fourth major automaker to
announce sharp sales drops for
the first 10 days of January —
down 29 per cent compared to
last year.
Ford said it sold 34,092 cars
in the 10-day period, compared
to 47,937 during the same peri-
od in 1974.
ton of the Post Office Depart-
ment as an independent semi-
government agency.
Strikes are prohibited agauist
the government, but President'
James H. Rademacher of the
letter carriers says, "We are
willing to risk the con-
sequences."
"I'm hoping they Postal
Service officials) will back off
and listen to reason," Radema-
cher said in an interview. "But
I've got a mandate and no
choice but to strike."
Letter 'carriers at their
Seattle convention last August
voted overwhelmingly to strike
the Postal Service if new work
standards now being tested at
Kokomo, Ind., are put•into ef-
fect.
Postal officials say the Ko-
komo plan, officially known as
the Letter Carrier Route Eval-
uation System, was developed
to measure individual carriers'
performance so that more ef-
ficient routes can be estab-
lished.
However, before the pilot pro-
gram can be implemented na-
tionwide, postal officials agreed
to discuss the Kokomo results




WASHINGTON I AP) — Two
powerful House committee
chairmen—F. Edward Hebert
of Armed Services and W.R.
Poage of Agriculture—were
ousted today by the Democratic
caucus.
Democrats emerging from
the caucus on voting for the 21
House chairmen said Hebert
was rejected 152 to 135 and
Poague lost 143 to 141.
They thus became the thittl
and fourth chairmen to suffer
in a growing assault on the
venerable seniority system in
the House.
But Rademacher says ate
Postal Service appears ready to
go ahead with the Kokomo plan
regardless of the results. He
contends that 15,000 jobs will be
eliminated with the same vol-
ume of mail to be handled by
fewer people.
James C. Gildea, assistant
postmaster general for labor
relations, said in a separate in-
terview that the union is draw-
ing conclusions to questions
that haven't been answered yet.
"I don't see how Rademacher
can say jabs are going to be
eliminated," Gildea said. "We





EDDYVIII,F, Ky. 1AP) —
Two employes have been dis-
missed in the wake of an es-
cape from the State
Penitentiary near Eddyville.
Ezra Sims Jr., 36, a Norton-
ville native sentenced to life as
an habitual criminal, escaped
last week by climbing a 20:foot
wall at the prison.
Sims was working in the
on heating plant just before his
escape.
State Corrections Comrnts-
sioner Charles Holmes says Al-
len D. Phillips, 56, of Paducah
and James Abren, 24, of Hop-
kinsville have been dismissed
from the prison staff.
Prison Supt. Henry Cowan
said Phillips was Sims' super-
visor in the heating plant, and
Abren was stationed in a guard
tower "within 20 feet of where






/fiery. 641 South and 695
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ma. south of Ports, Tenn
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Final Clearance*
Sweater Vest — ½ Price
One Group
Dress Shirts $400
Turtle Necks — $300
Suits — $40® 8 Up








1/3 to 1/2 Price
Graham-Jackson
8-5 Mon Sat
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St.,' Benton
NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For The Residents Of Murray, Calloway County And Aurora







































SOME CATCH—Three-year-old-Henry Kostiuk, Jr„ of In-
ternational Falls, Minn. has all he can do to hold this 19'':
pound northern pike that was spearedin Stack Bay of Rainy
Lake. Henry was fishing with his uncle,. Nick Kostiuk, when





. FRANKFORT, Ky. — What -
does inflation mean to older
Kentuckians?
The Department for Hurnan
Resources (DIM) Institute for
Aging wanted specific answers
to these questions and through
the Division for Research and
Special Projects asked the
Kentucky Council of Economic
Advisors to run a special study
on the "effects of inflation on
the aged" in Kentucky. Using
data routinely collected, they
constructed a consumer price
index for Kentucky's two major
metropolitan areas —
Lexington and Louisville.
These are the findings:
—Inflation has had a serious
impact on the standard of living
of the total population, but it has
hit older persons particularly
hard;
—Older persons with fixed
Incomes spend a greater
proportion of their budget on
essential goods than does the
general public;
—The essentials which have
shown the highest rate of in-
flation are food at home,
household expenses, tran-
sportation and medical care:-
-The older person is forced
into early retirement as a result
of inflation and growing
unemployment.
Hardest hit of all are the older
persons with little potential for
improvement in their personal
incomes through their own
efforts. Adjustments in
retirement benefit levels, even
if they are large enough to
restore original purchasing
power, lag behind price in-
creases. This causes great
difficulty to older persons, who
rarely have enough savings to
carry them through a period of
income-adjustments.
The council produced market
baskets representative of
weekly purchases by a retired
couple living on a reduced in-
come. The baskets consisted of
21 items selected to represent
food categories and quantities
determined by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. One
basket represented a couple
aged 55-74 years; the second, a
slightly smaller one, was
typical of a couple aged 75 or
older.
As of December, 1974, a
atibeastence level diet for the
couple 55-74 years of age would
cost $19.90 in Lexington. For the
couple 75 years of age and older,
the cost would- be $11.32 in
Louisville and $19.93 in
Lexington. For a month, costs
are in the $75480 range
regardless of age or location.
This represents a large
proportion of a retired couple's
monthly income.
The Institute on Aging
presented the conclusion that
prices are rising 1 k.2-2 per cent a
month and at an annual rate of
12 per cent or more in the
Louisville and Lexington areas.
Nationally, costs have risen by
59 per cent since 1967, including
a 20 per cent increase in cost of
food in 1973.
Expenditures for food are a
larger proportion of the older
person's budget than of the
general population's; therefore,
such high rates of inflation are
particularly difficult for them.
The rising cost of staples —
rice, bread, margarine,
soybeans and other food sup-
plements — is having a par-
ticularly serious effect on older
persons and other low-income
individuals. Where once it was
possible to save by buying these
commodities, saving is no
longer possible. Older persons
often cannot take advantage of
"bargain shopping" discount
houses and suburban shops with
lower food prices because they
lack transportation.
The spiraling cost of
operation, repair and main-
tenance of housing and in-
creases in property taxes are
forcing older people out of their
homes. Nor does the future hold
a brigher prospect. Many
respected economists suggest
continuing high levels of in-
flation for essential items
combined with increasing
unemployment. The challenge
for human services programs
will be the maintenance of
present levels of services for





— Kentucky soybean growers
will vote Jan. M on a proposed
checkoff of one-half cent per
bushel for research and devel-
opment of foreign markets for
the beans.
The Kentucky Soybean Asso-
ciation is asking the state's 6,-
000 soybean growers to approve
the checkoff to keep foreign
markets growing.
A U.S. Department of Agri-
culture official told the associ-
ation Monday that while world
demand for soybeans Is strong,
Congress is becoming less in-
terested in promoting farm ex-
ports, especially since the corn-
modities are in short supply.
James F. Lankford, with the
USDA Foreign Agricultural
Service, said the USDA ctir-
rently spends about $1 million a
year to promote overseas sales
of soybeans.
The department has request-
ed more funds, he said, but
[JELL, i'VE BEEN FALUN*
ASLEEP IN CLASS, I GUESS
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OF UPSET ABOUT IT.,
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Congress is not expected to ap-
propriate them, and may even
trim the normal appropriation.
In the fiscal year that ended
June 30, 1974, Lankford said,
nearly half the country's soy-
bean production was exported,
accounting for $4.6 billion,
nearly half the value of all U.S.
farm exports.
Kentucky farmers sold about
$86 million worth of soybeans to




MUNICH 1AP) — Anthony
and Joseph Paratore, Boston-
born duo-piano team, won first
prize in the piano division of
the Munich International Com-
petition.
Anthony, 29, and his brother,
25, will receive a cash award of
approximately $4,000 and con-
tracts with at least three major
West German broadcasting
companies. They will be invited
to perform in Vienna next sea-
son.
The Paratores studied at the
Juilliard School with Mme. Ro-
sins Lhevinne, who was the
first to suggest that they play
as a team.
Council Discusses Critical




LEXINGTON, Ky. I API —
The state Council on Public
Higher Education met here
Tuesday to discuss critical is-
sues in higher education in
Kentucky.
Representatives of task
groups presented reports on
several areas of education.
A.D. Albright, executive di-
rector of the council, said the
task groups had been assigned
to study higher education in
Kentucky and to define the is-
sues as a first step in develop-
ment of a comprehensive plan.
He said he hoped the session
would bring the council "into
the bloodstream" of what has
happened in higher education in
the state.
Albright said Tuesday's meet-
ing would be devoted solely to
identifying critical issues in
education today. At the next
meeting in April the council
will examine ways of tackling
them, he said. At the regular
quarterly meeting in July the
council will discuss what it
should recommend.
Albright said the sessions are
being videotaped so they can be
shown around the state in an
effort to stimulate citizen gr
participation in the overall
planning process.
Dr. Morris 1.. Norfleet, chair-
man of the comprehensive plan
task group and a vice president
for research and development
at Morehead State University,
told the council that the major
problem or issue facing higher
education in Kentucky is "the
absence or inadequacy of policy
and procedures."
Norfleet said his task group
had been charged with overall
coordination of the development
of a state plan as well as iden-







I mother Nancy C.), Rt. 1,
Benton, Baby Boy Johnson
(mother Carol A. Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Baby Boy West
(mother Pamela L.), No. 59
Riviera Cis., Murray.
DLSMISSALS
Mrs. Commie C. Lovins, 416
S. 16th., Murray, Mrs. Linda
Nell Nance, Box 59, Hazel, Orbs
G. Moore, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Clinton B. Atkins, Hardin,
William H. Morgan, 1511 Kirk-
wood, Murray, Mrs. Ola V.
Graham, 1017 Sharpe St.,
__Murray
higher education.
"The public expects the coun-
cil...to produce a long pange -
plan that will speak to specific
issues," he said, mentioning
such topics as the need for a
school of veterinary medicine,
the relationship of vocational
schools to other institutions;
the location of schools, and
their financial support.
The approach that has usu-
ally been taken...is to work on
each problem or issue) sepa-
rately," he said.
Norfleet said that was a
piecerneal approach, was In-
efficient, and would not serve
the interests of the people of
the state.
"What we propose instead is
a comprehensive approach to
-evaluation, detision making
and planning," he said. "Such
an approach requires a set of
policies and procedures that
will accommodate not only
present concerns but those of
the future as well."
Norfleet said he expects his
task group to present a final
• comprehensive report to the
council in November.
Other speakers tackled the
areas of health sciences; li-
brary services; graduate and
professional study; educational
television and financial affairs.
The two-day quarterly meet-
ing winds up Wednesday.
MICHELSON'S JEWLERr
has something special
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  _.j..... Moway, Ky.
MICHELS-OWS8L
One of the major complaints
of independent business people
is the time and cost involved in
complying with filling out forms
and reports required by
government at all levels. This is
commonly called paperwork.
Students of small business
Committee has estimated that
excess paperwork costs small
business as much as 118 billion
per year.
Thus it perhaps is not sur-
prising that a national poll




thumbs down on a bill before the
Congress by Representative
Benjamin Rosenthal of New
York.
This legislative proposal
would require all retailers doing
more than 8250,000 per year
volume who have increased
selling prices over the previous
18 months to post prominently
the current price, the previous
lower price, the price charged
one year earlier, and the price
charged 18 months earlier.
The results show 86 per cent
voting against this proposed
legislation, with four per cent
undecided. Surprisingly, 10 per
cent support the proposal. i3ut
as the 1.T.FIB membership is
compv,ed of all vocations
rano'ng from professional
pe,ole to manufacturers, it is
ssumed, without the means of
verification, that this small
token support comes from those
whose occupations are removed
from direct dealing with the.
ubphc.
The chief:, IMPitoenr.aglitrtst---.
the Rosenthal bill is that in a
marketing situation where
almost daily price increases are
charged by suppliers, it would
he an impossible task for




A second year of Btqw Protection
Plan" coverage FREE if you buy a new
74 or 75 AMC Car and take delivery
during January it February
"ALSO FREE"
Any AMC car sold January 8th through entire showing of
"The Man With The Golden Gun"
We will give ENTIRE family FREE tickets to attend the
Capri or Cheri Theater.
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN:
1.5 vimpk, vonot/ guarantee-
When you bin a tr. 1978 AM( car from an American slotoes dealer.
5rnerlcan 5li4ors f nets-welkin guaraMees to you Out. except for
tires. It will 'ION for the repair or replacement "tarn part it supplies
that is defective in material 4w workmanship This guararnee Is
good for 12 months from the date the car Is find pond or 12.000
mile, whichever comes first All we require is that theoar be properly
maintained and cared for under normal use and service In the fifty
I 'rifted 'oat, or f anada and that guararneed repairs or replacor
ment5 be made In an 'imerican Motors desk',
ft. A free loaner car from almost evert OW of our dealer,. If
guaranteed repairs take overnight
3. Special Trip Interruption Protertinst
41. And a toll-free hot fine to 5511 Ilerwkatarters
MAKES OUR DEAL
UNBEATABLE!
'75 Hornet Hatchback "X"
'75 Matador Coupe
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
806 Coldwater Road Murray, Ky Phone 753 6448
Page In
2. Notice
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, January 16, 1975
aairA.*e
NEEDED - SOMEONE to sell












 &tan eay WANT
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to express our
sincere appreciation to the
Bank of Murray staff, the
Murray Lodge No. 105, F. & A.
M., and the many friends of
our deceased uncle, Leonos E.
Wyatt, for their expressions of
concern and sympathy during
his illness and death. We shall
always be grateful for your
expressions of kindness.
Velma Pierce McCartney,
R. E. Pierce Zepko, Mignon
Pierce Sabo
5 Lost And Found
LOST-FEMALE brown dog




LOST-BLACK and light tan,
3',1 year old female dog. In
  vicinity of Hickory Grove. No
identification. If found, call Z.
B. Crouse, 753-7386.





1 Free ticket 1 Prophet
5 Crony 4 Staid
(cofioq.i 5 Fondles
6 Sinks m 6 Time gone by
middle 7  Crtrvings
12 Arrow pawn ll Pertaining to
13 The sett did age
14 Great t., 9 Seed costing
15 Want 10 Liquid
16 Measure of measure
weight 11 Observes
17 River in 19 River in Italy
Africa 21 Rodents
18 Strips ot 23 Nalian poet
leather 24 Drink slowly
20 Cross- 25 Pronoun 32 Athletic grOug 40 ROlns° '040
examines 26 Native metal 35 Parts of play 41 Repetition
22 Preposition 27 Concurs 36 accumulates 42 Mix
23 Face of clock 21 Before 38 Indefinite 43 Sokemn vow
24 Footwear 29 Negative article 44 Malay canoe
27 Water uvrIers 30 Music as 39 Mae 's 45 ()so/doh
31 Comparative written nickname 48 Native metal

















































All display aria, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
MI reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
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3 Bedroom, brick veneer house, approximately 3 acres of
land. located 2 miles west of Kirksey on Hwy. 464. Real
Estate 10% down, balance in 30 days.
Contents for sale: Couch, chair, beds, chest, 2 end tables, cof-
fee table. 2 portable TV's, antique library table, fruit jars,
drawing knife, dolls, wringer washing machine, garden tiller
used one season, skill saw, pressure spray, numerous other
items.
Not responsible in case of accident.





202 S. 4th Street, Murray, Ky.















through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
It Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19 Farm Equipment
FRONT END loader. Freemond






hydrostatic drive, all extras.
$8750. Chisel plow-11 ft. In-
ternational. 345-2270.
ONE 601 Ford tractor plow,
disc, and cultivator. Call 753-
4740.
JOHN DEERE low boy trailer,
three axle, Ix 18. Call 354-6567.
4800 FORD TRACTOR, plow
disc, cultivator. Call 435-4237
after 5 p. m.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x Is and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20. Sports Equipment
PARIS LINE EZ Rider, 1250 lb.
capacity boat trailer, like new.
$160. Call 753-3570.
22. Musical
The sooner you call,




14. Want To Buy




HEAVY TYPE work mare-
must be gentle, completely
broke to work. 436-2336 after 6.
WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Good
Condition. Call 527-8273.
15. Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down carpet
nap at doorways bright and
fluffy again with Blue Lustre.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted





IBuy one pair at regular price,get anotleer pair of equal valueOr less '.o price
16. Home Furnishings
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293
-LIGHT GREEN floral vinyl
living room suite $50. Call 753-
6432.
KRO,ELER COMM', Makes into
bed, good condition. 1015
Sharp Street. Call 753-2451.
COUCH, OFF white. Two gold
chairs, good eonelitioe. Cell
753-4472.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
ROCK EQUIPMENT for sale,
Marshall, Peavey, and Fender
Amps. Used light system. Call
753-8761.
22. Musical
NEW CLASSICAL guitar. $35
Call 753-3570.
PIANO TUNING. repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
24. Miscellaneous
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94/ 753-4147,
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours. Call
436-5410.
MURRAY FURNITURE.
Mart-the new store with old
fashion ways. Starting today
we will take trade-ins. We will
trade for anything you've got
nerve enough to bring up
here...cattle, boats, furniture,




IF CARPETS look dull and
dreary, remove spots as they
appear with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.00.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift Shop."
HUBERT COLES' Antique
Shcin. Lcicated four miles south
on Highway 641. Open daily
Monday-Saturday. 9:00-5:00.
Matching walnut bed and
dresser, marble top, walnut
hall tree, lots of primitives,








Use Highest OMIT Probates
Sheklee Oak Omen fir how sad
ieerstriel ese, II, yesteensefs,
denies, ses stethelthAlsownile shops.
rid
Tear SHAILEE 0157111BUTOI ws this OM
I. B. Motwadra noes 436-5102.
OAK FIREWOOD. 612.50 per
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.
24. Miscellaneous
POLOROID 320 Camera, flash,
case, like new. Also Carter
Quadraset carbeaurater,
almost new. 753-4121.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 a 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating,
63000 or best offer. See at No.. 
31Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 941.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE CLEAN two bedroom
mobile home located in small
quiet court, $65 monthly.
Water and garbage pickup
furnished. 753-8216 after 5 p.
m.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, good neighborhood.
Large lot. $10 per month. Call
489-2595.
TWO BEDROOM all electric
mobile home. Trash pickup
and water furnished. 650
deposit. $125 monthly. 753-2377
or 753-8921.
NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
furnished, water. Behind
Seven Seas Restaurant. Call
753-0946.
TWO BEDROOM, all electric,
good neighborhood, large lot.
Room for garden. $65 monthly.
489-2595.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
()My. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street, Phone 753-3855.
32. Apartments For Rent
THREE BEDROOM duplex, No
house pets Call 753-6096 after 4
p.m.
32. Apartments Fur Rent
ONE BEDROOM, all electric,
furnished apartment. No pets
Please call 753-8611 or 753-9537.
DUPLEX, two bedroom, car-
pet, stove and refrigerator,
large closets. 753-3312 or 753-
8096.
H1ACK HAWK floor jack, 1 )•2 MURRAY MANOR - all new,
ton. Call 753-2521 all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale. Pick On Duiguid Road, just off 641
up or deliver. Call 354-8585 North. 753-8668.
-SALE-
25% Off On Pant Suits
Were 16.25 $1 220
Sale On Everything In Store
Starts Friday
Register for free Peat Sei• Ito. lv.a Sway each. sruOirt
during January.
Dotty Shop
try Club Golf Course
Johnny Roberts*
NEW TWO bedroom apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher, washer.
dryer hookup, central heat and








1601 College Farm Road. 492-
E1225.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS




heat, plenty of parking, all
utilities paid. Very reasonable
rent. Call 753-5949 after 3:30.
DUPLEX 2 bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house on 2,1
acres located in Cherry Corner
vicinity. Call 753-4109,
LARGE HOUSE with three
bedrooms, two baths, formal






Near university. $150 monthly.
Deposit required. 753-2265.
37. Livestock Supplies
MILK GOATS, different prices.




birds. Pair $4.00. Singles $2.50.
1105 Vine Street. Call 753-5016.
AKC REGISTERED one year
old female Lhasa Apso. House
broken. 753-4793 after 5:30
p.m.
THREE MINIATURE Poodles,







EXTRA NICE Old English
'Sheep Dog puppies. One
female Irish Setter pup. All
AKC registered. Call 753-6488.
AKC MINIATURE Dachshund
puppies, $40 each. Pedigree
free with each puppy. Siamese
cats, $5 each. Call 527-9700.
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.
43. Real Estate
THREE BEDROOM house with
living room, kitchen, den,
utility room, bath, hall, car-
port, electric heat, partially
carpeted, and twenty acres-
all fenced, about 16 acres
tillable, two wells of water.
Near Jonathon Creek. $25,000.
354-8565.
1514 GLENDALE ROAD-just
listed, three bedroom, two
bath, brick veneer house,
electric heat, carpeting,
fireplace, carport, nicely
landscaped lot. Only $33,960.
The Old Concord Raod-70
acres, pole barn, 20' x 24'
tobacco barn with 20' shed.
One pond, two creeks, $28,000.
At Bell City-379 acre farm
(225 acres tendable). Good
three bedroom frame house.
Owners can arrange some
financing.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th Street,
753-8080
DO YOU need a good two
bedroom house reasonably
priced? If so, this convenient
house located on US 641 at
South Hazel, Tenn. is the one.
Can be bought with a low down
payment and owner financing.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
506 Main St., Murray, Ky.,
1502 753-0101. or 753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
_ personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We_
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniels, Irish Setters, Collies,
American Eskimos, Red
Dachshunds, Red Miniature




Siamese Kittens, Pet World,
121 Bypass.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick




94 East-formerly Cook 'a ,
Grocery. Jan 18-a, 9:00-
5:00. Men's, Women's clothes,
shoes, purses, several large
coats, dishes, quilt scraps,
washer and dryer-old but
.492d, ;1(4 Canning and
-10Aticrs4 "%Angers:. - '
chandise of all kinds
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
43. Real Estate
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
$13,000. Call 354-8585.
Just farm enough from
town to be a bargain! Nice
2 bedroom home, wall-to-
wall carpet, deep lot, nice
area... $11,900.
If your' re not afraid of a lit-
tle painting you'll see the
potential in this 3 bedroom
1/2 bath home that has
living room, large kitchen-
dining-TV room, basement
- great for those who want
to use their own Ideas.
Owner leaving town. Quick
possession. . 1637 Miller
Ave.
Give your landlord a sur-
prise tomorrow (30 days




home. Shopping a con-
venience...
Its worth your time and
- labor to make this a com-
fortable home. This 5
bedroom, 2 bath is located
close to university, living
room, dining, sun porch,
basement.
Join the prudent
movement! In this out-
standing ranch home near
all the conveniences, in-
cludes 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
carport, fireplace, patio.
Reasonable 1300 Kirkwood.
- Where her is smoke there
• •
15 5 tlreplace. Use new
home with 3 bedrooms, 3
walk-in closets, large living
room-dining room, den,
shag carpet, 2 baths,
family size kitchen, double
garage with electric
opener, large patio-gas
grill... 819 North 20th.
Donald R.
Tucker Realtors
SO2 Maple Phone 753 4342
Palace Gardens
Hwy. 79-2 Miles West of Paris landing
Friday and Saturday Night
Slick Rock
from Bowling Green, Ky.
Household Auction
Sat. Jan. 18 at 10:00 a.m.
field inside et Ay Miltrort 080•84 Nowa in the city limits ef •id
Illarroy•Benton Reed seer radio tower on N. 4111Streat Et1.
Movie9 into treat, •41 sell seine furnishings fro.. lent* has,., all fern torts
modem and the bast.
2 living room suits complete, end & coffee tables, lamps,
night stand, double dressers, chests, maple bed-sled, spr ngs
and mattress, twin beds - springs and mattresses, half lads -
springs and mattresses, nice dining table and 4 heavy chairs,
china cabinet, TV, chairs, barbells, Bar-B-Q Grill, hot p)Ate,
ice chest, fireside set, 2 push mowers, riding mower, tiller,
Whirlpool washer, Kenmore dryer, frost-proof refrigerator,
electric Enterprise stove-2 months old, large upright d,.ep-
freeze, house jack, 8 x 14 ft. wagon sheet, box of goad V' ctrola
records, some books, dishes, a 10 x 14 inch brass footed
flower holder.
MO is... of the lieftsr sales.
fel red drinks eroleble
1101responsek for eccideet,
Terry Shoemaker Auction Service







after hours for parts
,Open 6 days - 7:00-5:00
Come by and see our new stock of trac-
iars,.aird equipmerrt arriving daily.- •
Spring is just around the corner, bring
your tractors in and Earl *Wilson will
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44. lots For Sale 44. Lots For Sale
60 x 100 KENTUCKY lake lot,
ready for set up of trailer, nine
miles out, hold note five years.
Payments $38.50 month. Call
7534481.
KENIANA SHORES--Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenience. Phone 436-2473,
LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro.
Call 753-8448.
45. Farms For Sale
SIXTY ACRE farm, 50 acres
cropland. Call 753-7152 after 5
p.m.
FIFTEEN ACRE mini farm,
approximately 600 ft. frontage
on Irvin Cobb Road (Highway
732 ), seven miles from
Murray, two miles from
Kentucky Lake (Blood River,
ten miles to LBL, ap-
proximately 30,000 board feet
of mature hardwood timber,
six acres open land. Nice
building sites. Price $15,000.
Call 753-7580 after 5 p. m.
6. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1705
Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
feet, family room-kitchen
combination, all built-in kit-
chen, two baths, carpeting,




One year old "like-new"
three bedroom, bath,
located in the city. Includes
den, utility room, full
garage, carpeting, central
heat and air, all built-ins.
The listing just ran out
and the owner has reduced





The Store for Men
LARGE OLDER FRAME home at Hazel across from Church
of Christ. 4 rooms 1st floor, 3 up. Lot 440 feet deep. Have a big
garden. Only $10,000.00.
AT 101 S. 8th STREET, Spacious older home in Murray. Has 5
bedrooms, central heat and air, formal dining room, dish-washer, drapes, fireplace, basement. In excellent conditionand with plenty of elbow room. Call for more information.
IN EAST Y MANOR, clean and ready to move in 3 bedroombrick, with carport, central heat and air, carpet. Large lot.An excellent *rat 07,500.00.
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM cypress home on large water-front lake lot. Thermopane windows, central heat and air,lovely kitchen with built-in range and side by siderefrigerator-freezer. Washer and dryer and completely fur-nished. Large fireplace and large screened porch. 933,000.00
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom brick home on Catalina Court. Hascarport, carpet, baseboard heat, 2 air conditioners, drapesIn excellent condition. A good buy at 425,000.00.
GOOD TWO BEDROOM house on large business lot just past5 Points 915 Coldwater Rd.
ON FUCHARDSON ST. new three bedroom brick veneer, nicelawn, carpet, drapes and wall paper by Interiors by Edward,has kitchen and den combination, two baths, central heat andair, living room, two car garage and concrete drive.($34,500.00).
THREE BEDROOM new brick veneer at 507 So. llth St. on
large wooded lot Paper, drapes and carpet by Interiors by
Edward. Beautifully decorated, has concrete drive, also has
room in back yard for garden. (633,000.00 )
NICE TWO BEDROOM and family room aluminum siding-
home at 515 S. 7th Street. Gas floor furnace, carpet. A real
good house, well located for a bargain. $17,500.00
IN EAST Y MANOR lovely new and modern 3 bedroomhome. Has all built-ins, compactor, refrigerator, drapes, car-
pet, 2 car garage, therrnopane windows and on ap-
proximately one acre lot. You must see this unique home.
SIXTY ACRES and 4 bedroom brick on 121 South. House is
brick and has 2 car garage, electric wall heat, carpet,
fireplace, good well. Call for appointment to see.
TRAILER-HOUSE on 4 lots near Morgan Boat Dock and onpaved roads, 3 bedrooms, 10 x 22 screened porch, 14 x 18living room. $10,000.00
BAG WELL MANOR corner of Broad and Goodman; we havea new three bedroom brick veneer, central heat and air, wall-to-wall carpet, kitchen and den combination, living room,two baths, double garage, concrete drive. ($34,00100)
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY on 94 East near the lake. 5 andfour-tenths acres lot. Large 4 bedroom frame home. Electricheat, Store building and several other buildings. Good poten-tial for a business venture. Call us to see.
ON COLLEGE TERRACE is a lovely 3 bedroom brick withall built-ins, baseboard heat, drapes, carpet. Large familyroom with fireplace. Well located for university. Call for ap-pointment to see.
FIFTY-TWO ACRE farm with 3 bedroom frame home. Elec-
tric wall heat, carport. 30 acres tendable. 626,000.00
ON FAXON ROAD 20 acres, brick and frame home with 2 car
garage, family room, fireplace, drapes, good well. $31,800.00
TWENTY FIVE ACRE FARM on Beach Grove Church Rd.
12 Miles west of Murray, has real nice two bedroom frame
house five years old and twenty acres of tendable land
(425,000.00)
ONE HUNDRED ACRES with 72 acres good crop land
!alliance timber, on Dr. Douglas Rd.
TWO RENTAL HOUSES near University. Stucco, 2 bedroom
each. Calloway &Kentucky Ayes both for $15,000.00
NEAR ALMO ON 2,.2 acres, new two bedroom home, electricheat, well. A real good buy at $15,900.
1,ET US HELP you with financing your home_ There is
money evadable.
We need new lidings
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Phone 753-7724
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
carpet, disposal, range, dish-
washer, washer-dryer hookup.
Central heat and air. Patio.
Call 753-7550.
PANORAMA SHORES:
Beautiful lake front home with
central heat and air. Lake
view from every room in the
home. Three bedrooms, V's
baths, full basement and much
more. Call now to view. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597
HIGHWAY 121 West-7,2 acres
plus good three bedroom
frame borne with basement. A
great retirement location and
home with enough land to keep
busy, has good well and a pond
on the property. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main 753-3597.
NEW LISTING-By owner.
Three bedroom brick in
Keenland. Central heat and
air, gas grill, fully carpeted,
living-dining room combined,
separate den, large utility,




New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, in-
cludes den, utility room, full
garage, carpeted, central
heat S. air, all built-ins.
Listing just ran out. Owner




360 YAMAHA Endurosstreet or
trail, low mileage, excellent
shape, take over payments
751-0869
1971 HUSQVARNA 400 with two
flintier trailer. $450. 753-3007.
48. Automotive Service
TWO BACK seats for Ford Van,
$20 each. Call 753-6625.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1904 BARRACUDA, $150. Call
753-6392.
'THAT 100 - DAY VACATION SCHE DULE
WE CONGRESSMEN VOTED VE'5
WHEN DOEST 61A1Zr
9. iJsed Cars & Trucks
1969 CHEVROLET pickup
truck, long wide bed, V-8
straight shift. $1200. 753-9427.
BUICK 1972 Electra, full power,
immaculate condition. One
owner. Also tires 5F 78 x 15,




man, Trail Star, Fold down._
Unique. Good used trailers, ls




WILL BABYSIT in my home.
Can give references. 753-2563.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No




shop ( old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,t
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or -753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEIC -
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or ci.:0
489-2133.
51. Sertucts Offered
WILL TEAR down house. Call
436-2128.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
GRAVEL HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds,
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
5330.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farniington.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. m.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,




Every Friday Night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week lots of antiques, furniture, glass, dishes,
rockers, tables, beds, chest, lamp, many more items
Also lots of plumbing tools. Modern furniture and ap-pliances
Shorty McBride, No. 247, Auctioneer
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
roof house and furnish
shingles for $25 a square. And




Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
2540
53. Feed And Seed
HAY-JAP and Fescue. Clean
Sedalia, 328-8230.
AUCTION SALE
Saturday Jan. 18, 1975 10:00 a.m. Rain or Shine
LOCATION: OM too story home formerly occepieil by Mrs. Menthe Taylor, es old
Peteskii River Road, three mks set of Dover, Tenn, towards Bumps. Mills.
Meth. sips will be shown ea hwy. 71.
REASON fOR SALE: Nemo already sold b SOGARD !SALTY & AUCTION CO..
everything going, plus its wt.
PARTIAL LIST
Round Top Trunk, Tea Kettles 12), Copper Kettles (2),
Wood Telephone (rare), Solid Brass Pitcher Pump, Very
rare kerosene Lamps (2), Love Seat, Bowls & Pitchers (2 ),
Dough Trays (2), Organ Stool-claw feet, Very, Very Old
Piano, Large Hand Corn Sheller, Amber Lighting Fruit Jar,
Chamber Pot, Cut Glass Pitcher, Table with claw feet, Com-
plete set of pink Depression Glass ( good), Lots of odd pieces
of pink & green platters, etc., 2 dutch ovens, Child's Ladder
back chair over 100 yrs.. old, Also some junk, 2-solid oak car-
ved side boards. Very unusual Antique Chairs ( 13), Plain
Kerosene Lamps (6), Cut Glass Butter Bowls (2) Butter'- "
Molds (2), Very old 8-day Clocks (6 ), Cast Iron Mechanical
Toys, Lawn Mowers ( 2) Electric Trolling Motor, Old Wood -
Ice Box ( good), Wheat Craddle, Iron Kettles 6), Old Rocker
(good), Old Smoothing Irons (10), Set of very unusual An-
tique Scales, Oak Dresser, Copper Tray, Recliner Chair,
Refrigerator, Small Oak Table, Iron Skillet with lid, Old Pic-
ture frames.
auenataaritiOrtrilietiommewrilbetalnattt a Muicnati SALL WM
very weeseal NOM • - •
SPECIAL NOTI: (Irma lewd Reaff & Assies) Mud Al lbs 0. Rama dml nT
to offer NINE beessithel Serfiley as Lets ter ealwiliesis hots bays bees eeresued
and cartel even*. .4 0* Acronan be morchssed with mai Awn. Farmart of
15% • balance menthiy. Ems will NOT 110 SOLD at mkt*, het Aran will he kno-
w. wreck with polo on day .4 sale.
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
Ea "URN" Sporn Lk. 54E licensed Is Teem". E. kentedty
Office: 232.5150 Noes: 2324221 Iles 154 Doter, 15010054. 37051
WWII, Teen. 37011 - /wises B. Cuthey, Lic. 354













1971 DODGE Swinger7--A-4 INCOME TAX service. Annette
condition. Must sell. Days- Sehroader, 402 North 17th,
753-9413 or 437-4198 after 5 p. Murray. Call 753-2498. By
m. appointment.
1968 DODGE Pickup truck.
$800. Call 232-8382.
1968 PONTIAC Tempest. Good
condition. $900. Call 753-3559.
BA('KHOE WORK, septic
systems, sand and gravel,
limestone and fill. John T.
Baker and Sons, 220 South 12th
Street, Murray. Phone 753-
6250.
1001110..11110 111111 111m...NP.mWsTegeweomege -
Special Sale
January 17 & 18 Only
Friday & Saturday






214 N. 15th (Next to Wallace Book Store)
ECONOMICALLY PRICED 3-BEDROOM BRICK home with
its ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, central beat and
air conditioning, storm doors and windows, lots of kitchen
cabinets, large utility room, spacious lot. Available Im-
mediately.
TRANSFERRABLE GI LOAN AT 7 PER CENT INTEREST.
This 3-bedroom home is situated on a 14 acre lot, has a raised
patio, large ceramic bath, combination kitchen-family room,
living room with carpeting, electric heat, large utility room
and outside storage. Priced at $22,500.
WELL LOCATED, COMFORTABLE 2-BEDROOM OLDER
NOME in A-1 condition. Has been recently reworked and
repainted, wall to wall carpeting, new bath fixtures. Just one
_block to the grocery,store and two blocks to the court square.
2-BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON a 275' deep lot. Has a full
basement, 2 baths, spacious rooms, city water, natural gas,
city sewerage. Owner will assist in financing a qualified
buyer.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fairview
Acres Subdivision. Has a combination kitchen-family room
with built-in over and range, sliding glass doors to the patio.
large living room, lts ceramic baths, utility room, single car
garage, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, 128' x
254' lot.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a wide WATERFRONT LOT
In Blood River Subdivision. Has a natural fireplace, ceramic
bath, double carport, shaded lot.
5 ACRES COMMERCIALLY ZONED, in the city limits of
Murray. Has good road frontage on South 4th Street Ex-
tended, 2-bedroom frame house, detached garage. PRICE
REDUCED!!
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT located at the
Northeast intersection of Hwy. 121 By-Pass and North 16th
Street. Located directly across the road from the University
and has all utilities on the property. Will sell or lease to
suitable tenant.
ALMOST COMPLETED PRE-FAB METAL BUILDING.
Located directly across Story Avenue from IGA Southside.
Has approximately 1,500 s.f. floor space. Zoned Commercial.
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME RENTAL UNITS. Located
one mile Southeast of Murray on Hwy. 121. Consists of 3 110 x
40) Mobile Homes, one 4-Bedroom House. one CONCRETE
BLOCK Store Building with an apartment upstairs. Owner
has other interests and is anxious to sell. Priced at $18,500.
2 ACRE TRACT with a 40' x62' ARMCO STEEL BUILDING.
Floor plan consists of a lobby, 3 spacious offices, 2 baths, 40' x
40' shop area. Extras include central heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting in the offices and lobby, electronically
operated overhead door in the shop, underground fuel tanks,
good well, city water available on the property.
GROCERY AND RESTAURANT complete with recently
remodeled living quarters. Located on Hwy. 121, Southeast,
within 5 miles of Murray City limits. GOOD OPPORTUNITY
for some ambitious man and wife.
5 ACRE TRACT of land located 8 miles East of Murray on Dr.
Douglas Road. Full price $3,500. Desirable building sites in
the woods.
6 ACRE TRUCK PATCt with an excellent machinery abed
and a large stock barn. Located 2k: miles Southwest of Hazel.
17 ACRE TRACT, partially wooded, within 2 miles of Ken-
tucky Lake. Priced at only $5,000.
55 ACRES, completely wooded, located 3 miles Southwest of
Hazel, in Henry County, Tn. Priced remarkably low.
65 ACRE ROW CROP FARM with 45 acres tendable. Has a
stock barn in need of repair, one car garage, stock pond.
Located Post a few hundred yards from 2 blacktop roads.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located on a good blacktop road
approximately 4 miles South of State Line Road. Completely
fenced with 4-strands of barbed wire. Running water year
around, 30 acres bendable. Priced at 620,000.
85 ACRE FARM near New Concord. Has approximately 45
acres tendable, the balance in woods. Some good fencing, lots
of blacktop frontage.
127 ACE F. RCM MOT T IMM:1ocated at the intersection of
North 16th Street and Coles Campground Road. Would make
an ideal subdivision tract.
141,2 ACRE CATTLE OR ROW CROP FARM. Located 4
miles Southwest of Crossland. Has approximately 100 acres
open land. Owner will finance.
230 ACRE FARM, located near Kentucky Lake on the
blacktop, yet it provides seclusion, if desired. Approximately
60 acres tendable, the balance in woods. Has a house, garage,
crib, tobacco barn, dug well.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM with approximately 125 acres of
Blood River Bottom land that is tendable. Owners will sell all
or keep the bottom land, if desired. Financing available.
3-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME (10' x 55') with l'2 baths, fuel
oil heat, porch, underpenning. Located I, mile South of Ha /el
on US-641.
1-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME 110' x 40') located on a 200' lot
in Keniana Subdivision, near Ky. Lake. Completely set up
and ready for occupancy at $4,500.
3-ROOM LAKE AREA COTTAGE located on Boatwright
Road near Ky. Lake. Has an almost new Concrete Block Boat
Storage House, screened-in back porch, wall to wall car-
peting in the living room and bedroom, new bath fixtures.
Full price only $6,500.
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOTS OR MOBILE HOME
LOTS throughout Calloway County. Try our selection In
Fairview Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Wisvvell Estates,
Keniana Shores, Pine Bluff Shores, Panorama Shores,
Lake% ay Shores, Kingswood, Sherwood Forest. Others are
not in subdivisions.
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
Fulton Young Realty, Inc
4th & Maple Streets
_ Phone 7512.313.-
Home fthorilsi-
Fulton E. Young - 753-4946 Ishmael Stinson-753-3744
Licensed In Kentucky-and-Tennessee





Funeral services for Buel
Duncan of Dexter Route One
are being held today at one p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. William McKinney of-
ficiating and music by the
Leonard Dunnaway Duet.
Pallbearers serving are
Clinton Barrow, Donnie Dun-
can, Jimmy Rutland, Larry
Lawrence, Leon Duncan, and
Edward Duncan. Burial will be
in the McDaniel Cemetery.
Mr. Duncan, age 56, died
Tuesday at 10:25 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was the son of the
Late Elmus and Kitty Ellis
Duncan.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Ross Duncan, Dexter
Route One; four daughters,
Mrs. Hershel McKendree of
Benton Route One, Mrs. Randy
Linn of Murray, Mrs. Tom
Canup and Miss Tina Duncan of
Dexter Route One; three sons,
Eugene and Wayne Duncan of
Dexter Route One and Ralph
Duncan of Murray Route SIx;
sister, Mrs. Ola O'Holic of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; two half
brothers, Ronald Lawrence of
Jackson, Miss., and Leland




Final rites for Mrs. Hontas
Gardner of 1621 Olive Street,
Murray, are being held today at
one p.m. at LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with Bro. Henry Hargis
of Murray officiating.
Burial will be in the Wofford
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Mrs. Gardner, age 71, died
Tuesday at six p.m. at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Home. Her husband, Homer
Gardner, died in September
1960.
Survivors are three sisters,
Mrs Elizabeth Hosford of
Murray, Mrs. Mallie Stout of
Dover, Tenn., and Mrs. Maude
Garland of Tampa, Fla.; two
brothers, Bennie Ingram of
West Memphis, Ark., and
Milton Ingram of Arizona;
brother-in-law, Ftodell Gardner




Mrs. Nova Krurnm, former
resident of Calloway County,
died Wednesday at Detroit,
Mich., where she had made her
home for many years.
She was 68 years of age. Born
December 7, 1906, she was the
daughter of the late James
William Lawrence and Leona
Mathis Lawrence of the Kirksey
community.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Wayrnon ( Brooks) Mar-
brey and Mrs. John (Eva
Shelton, both of Fort Pierce,
Fla.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Claude
Lawrence of Kirksey; several
nieces and nephews including
Harold Lawrence, Mrs. Joan
Woods, and Mrs. Patsy Miller,
all of Calloway County, and
Mrs. Leona Murdock of
Adamsville. Term.
Graveside services will be
conducted by Pat Murdock at
the Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church Cemetery,
north of Kirksey, on Friday at
two p. m.
The Linn Funeral Home of




Herman G. Fatter Of New
Concord, Kentucky Lake
Development Area, died
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Calloway County man
was 71 years of age and had
been a resident of the county
since his retirement five years
ago.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Sharon Vititoe
of Louisville, and two sons,
Arnold G. Foster of Jet-
fersontown and Andrew
Glenwood Foster of National
City, Calif.
The Blalock-Coleman




Leo R. Malone, age 84, died
Tuesday morning at the
Veterans Administration
Hospital in High Point, N. C.
Mr. Malone was a former
employee of the First National
Bank of Mayfield and had been
manager of a veneer plant in
High Point for many years.
He was the uncle of Mrs.
Thomas Parker of Murray
Route Seven and Mrs. Earl
Jones of Mayfield Route Five,
and of Mrs. Jessie Lee
Browning, deceased. A nephew
is Billy Wallis of Indianapolis,
Md., and he was also the uncle
of Clovis Wallis, deceased. The
late Mrs. C. G. Wallis and Mrs.
Jeff Gary were sisters.
Services will be conducted




The funeral for Mrs. Gamble
P. Hughes of Murray Route
Seven is being held today at two
p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. William Hart
officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as the soloist
Serving as pallbearers are
Alton and Herbert Hughes, Ken
Adams, Eugene Nance, Roy
Perich, and Thurston Furches.
Burial will be in the Etazzell
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hughes, age 80, died
Tuesday at the Methodist
Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. Hughes was the former
Beulah Adams, daughter of the
late Luther Adams and Susan
Clark Adams. Her birthdate
was January 10, 1895, and she
was preceded in death by her
husband on February 8, 1974.
She was a member of the Lynn
Grove United Methodist Church
and operated a sewing shop in
Murray for several years.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Carolyn Summers, and
three grandchildren, Kathy,
Michael, and Tracy Summers,
Indianapolis, Ind.; two sisters,
Mrs. Gladye McNeely of
Mayfield Route One and Mrs.
Laura Laws of Mayfield; one
brother, Bob Adams of Far-
mington.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356. 1,
down 0.3. Below dam 326.6, up
0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m: 356.2,
down 0.3. Below dam 333.4, up
0.8.
Sunset 503. Sunrise 7:09.
Moon sets 9:27 p. m., rises
Thursday 10:04 a. m.
Repeat
of last week's sellout
Special Friday L Saturday,January 1 7 1 8
Glazed Donuts
99 per. doz.








To Be On Friday
The funeral services for Mrs.
Alice Faye Walls of 509 Cherry
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
Freewill Baptist Church,
Walnut Street, with Rev.
Richard Drew officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
Rutledge Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
The wake will be held tonight
I Thursday from seven to nine
p. m. at the Freewill Baptist
Church,
Mrs. Walls, age 32, died
Tuesday at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. She
had been ill since October.
Survivors include her
husband, James Walls, and four
sons, Gary, Vincent, Bryant,
and Heath Walls, all of Murray;
mother, Mrs. Willie Lee Foster
of Chicago, Ill.; grandmother,
Mrs. Fidelia Grogan of Murray;
four sisters, seven brothers, and
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Jack Mixon
Dies Today With 
Perkins Urges
Rites On Saturday Higher Price
Mrs. Jack ( Robbie Perdue )
Hixon of Murray Route One
died this morning at 7:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 72 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the West Fork Baptist
Church. Born November 9, 1902,
in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Will Perdue
and Nellie Booker Purdue.
Mrs. Hilton is survived by her
husband, Jack Filson of Murray
Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Roberta Perdue Apker of
Walled Lake, Mich.; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jerry
Lee and Rev. Heyward Roberts
officiating.
Burial will be in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after ten a. m.
Friday.
Support, Leaf
FROSTY FACE—Frost covers the face mask of an employe
of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company who works on the
trans Alaska oil pipeline somewhere north of Anchorage.
Alaska, where temperatures drop as low as minus 60
degrees Fahrenheit.
(AP Wirepholo)
WASHINGTON (AP( — U.S.
Rep. Carl Perkins of Kentucky
has written to Agriculture Sec-
retary Earl Butz to urge higher
price supports for tobacco.
Perkins said in the letter he
believes most Kentucky burley
farmers would prefer higher
price supports to the increase
in production quotas now being
considered by the Agriculture
Department.
The Hindman Democrat In-
vited Butz to travel to Ken-
tucky and talk to tobacco grow-
ers on the subject.
Perkins made two unsuccess-
ful attempts to push legislation
increasing price supports
through the 93rd Congress, and
his administrative assistant,
Ivan Swift, said Wednesday
that a new bill will be in-
troduced soon.
-He wants the secretary to
support the legislation," Swift
said.
Four Finedia-Connection
With 'Abduction'-At Benton 
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky., — U.
S. Magistrate John M. Dixon Jr.
Tuesday fined four Tennessee
men $100 each on charges of
unlawful tictession of firearms
and $100 each for eluding police
in connection with a Dec. 14
"abduction" of a Benton girl
and the resulting chase in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Dean Reese, 19, Sammy Dale
Reese, 22, and Danny Reese.
25—brothers — and Gary
Dulaney, 19, a cousin, all of
Waverly, Tenn., faced the
charges after allegedly taking
15-year-old Hazel Brewer from
a Benton restaurant where she
was employed.
The four pleaded guilty in
Marshall County Quarterly
Court Friday to charges for
which they were each given a
$100 fine and six-month jail
terms. Marshall County Judge
Mike Miller said all four had
served 30 days in confinement
since the indictment and the
remainder of their jail terms
was probated on the condition
they leave Kentucky.
Miller said the four were
originally cited with "con-
spiracy to band and confederate
themselves together for the
purpose of intimidation" and
assault and battery. He said the
charges later were amended to
disorderly conduct.
Marshall County Attorney Pal
C. Howard said the girl and
Dean Reese had been married
in Alabama but then had
separated and reports indicated
the bond had been annulled.
Howard said authorities later
determined the two still were
legally married at the time of
the "abduction."
Howard said the incident
never resulted in kidnapping
charges because under Ken-
tucky law a demand for ransom
must be issued to qualify the,
crime as kidnagm'aic.
Early reports indicated the
girl was taken from Benton's
Chill and Grill Restaurant. at
gunpoint and against her will.
Howard sold the girl sub-
sequentry tad authorities
conflicting stories concerning
whether she left the restaurant
willingly.
Marshall County authorities
said a retainer had been
received for Danny Reese from
the Lake County, Term., sheriff-
department. Reese was to be
extradited to Lake County
I Tiptonville to face a charge of
escape, it was reported.
Judge Miller said the other
three men have been released.
Miss Foust. . .
I Coatialied from Page 11
economical for the state to pro.
reed on meritorius projects"
"Actually the suspension in
contracts for construction may
be described as the 'kick-in-the-
seat-of-the-pants' method of so-
liciting political support for Ju-
lian Carroll," she asserted.
She said the hold on a project
to air condition part of Free-
dom Hall at the state fair-
grounds "is part of an effort to
bring the local officials in
Louisville and Jefferson County
to political terms favorable to
the governor."
"If or when any local offi-
cials concerned with construc-
Uon,projects yield to the gover-
nor's political demands, he will
stop kicking them around and
their construction will be fun-
ded," she said.
And she said before Carroll
ordered a halt to hiring of non-
essential employes, he .'ap-
pointed three persons to do the
work one person usually has
done for other governors. He
has three press secretaries to
help brainwash the public
which pays their salaries_
STOCK MARKET,/
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.



































Sen. Ford Welcomes Change
In President's Tax Outlook
WAS/f/NGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said
Wednesday he thought .Presi-
dent Gerald Ford, "generally
painted his ( economic) propos-
al with a broad brush," in his
address to Congress but noted
the president has changed his
philosophy toward tax relief,
which he said he welcomes.
Taxes. . .
if-tattooed from Page 1
distributed in this fashion to
about 25 million adult Ameri-
cans, Treasury Department of-
ficials said.
The tax program announced
by Ford in his State of the Un-
ion address altogether would
return $28.5 billion to individual
taxpayers in 1975, counting a 12
per cent tax rebate for 1974, to-
talling $12 billion, and a $16.5
billion cut in income taxes for
1975.
The rebate for 1974 would be
paid in two installments, one in
May and one in September,
while the tax cut program is
designed to be permanent and
would be effective on Jan. 1 of
this year.
A major part of the Presi-
dent's tax cut plan for 1975 in-
cludes a doubling of the so-
called income allowance to
$2,600 that would remove an
estimated five million more
taxpayers from the tax rolls.
Under Ford's plan, a family
of four with income of $5,600 or
below would not pay any in-
come tax. The current tax on
$5,600 income is $185.
In contrast to the tax rate re-
ductions for 1975 and beyond,
which would give proportionally
greater benefits to low-and
middle-income earners, the tax





Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
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FT CAMPBELL, Ky. AP)
— The Army Corps of Engi-
neers says a Florida company
has submitted the low bid —
$20,480,000 — for construction of
a barracks complex at Fort
Campbell.
The corps opened bids
Wednesday for the enlisted
34% +% 
mans' barracks. The low bid,
---A--nearly $5 million below govern-
ment estimates of the cost, was
2541 ..+Ye _submitted by Than Southeast ef11- unr—
Pompano Beach, Fla.
A corps spokesman said if
the bid is in order a contract
may be awarded in about two
weeks.
Each of the four bids re-
ceived was well below the gov-
ernment's $25 million estimate
for the project. The new com-
plex will replace some bar--







FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP( —
The state has doubled the num-
ber of employes in its unem-
ployment insurance division in
the past month, to cope with
the rising number of appli-
cations from the unemployed.
Division Director Mike Mo-
riarty said Wednesday the
number working in the division
has gone from 99 in the mid-
December to more than 200,
and that 10) part-time workers
have also been hired.
The state processed 29,000 ap-
plications in December and
paid a record $10 million in
unemployment benefits.
Moriarty said the state hired
33 new employes in his division
last week. "Sixty-five of them





"If Gov. Carroll is sincerely
interested in economy and re-
duction in the costa of state
government. he ought to 'An-
nounce a permanerA niiiittur--
ium on his plans to mount an
expensive campaign for reeler-
lion and using the patronage
power of the governor's office
to support his political activi-
ties," Miss Foust declared.
Virgil Yates of Fulton,
District Governor of Lions
District 43-K, was the guest
speaker at the Murray lions
Club meeting held Tuesday
night.
Yates was introduced by Joe
Pat James who noted that
Fulton sponsored the Murray
club 35 years_ago. The governor
challenged the Murray lions to
be even more responsive to the
needs of the community.
President lien Winters
acknowledged receipt of
Several cards of thankg for the
poinsettias delivered at
Christmas time.
Bill Lowry was a guest of his
brother, Dr. C. C. Lowry, and
Tim. Scruggs was a guest of
Tames Harmon.1
The ammtor said, • "His
changed philoaophy toward tax
relief. la welcomed by me mince.
this is what I called for early
last year as chairman of the
national Democratic governors
and communicated to the
Democratic members of the
Senate."
Ford said, he has, "serious
reservations about raising gaso-
line prices whether by tax at
the pump or higher taxes on
foreign crude."
He added, "either way the
consumer gets stung and it
would appear that the presi-
dent's proposal would benefit
the huge oil companies."
Ford said the president's,
"apparent determination in the
energy field is commendable
although again we must wait on
specifics.
I firmly believe we can have
an energy program geared to
environmental protection and to
Kentucky's resources, which
would benfit our state and na-
tion," he said.
Ford added, "this will elimi-
nate one of the major factors of
inflation, reduce critical short-
ages and keep America from
being...blackmailed by foreign
countries."
Ford said, "The times call
for cooperation between the
White House and Congress. Up
to now the president has been
getting some bad advice from
holdovers and I'm sure the
Democrats will meet him more
than half way in all matters of
interest to this country."
He continued, "Yet I'm also
convinced that we're going to
do everything in our power to
see that the families in Amer-
ica on fixed, low and middle in-
comes are helped out of the
economic chaos even if it
means strong differences with
the White House."
The senator said Pres.nt
Ford's, "only reference to na-
tional leadership was in behalf
of Democrats—Truman and
Roosevelt for instance—which
indicates that when the country
is in trouble the people have
historically looked to the Demo-
cratic party for leadership and
are doing so today."
Congress.-;-: &Ojai-mei-1T
1974 taxes up to $1,000 plus a
permanent lowering of tax
rates, mostly for lower income
families, starting this year;
—A package of energy taxes
expected to raise fuel prices by
10 cents a gallon, and increased
levies on windfall oil company
.profits;
—Refusal to propose any new
domestic spending programs
other than those devoted to
energy research, and a vow to
veto spending programs passed
by Congress, and
—A five per cent ceiling on
federal pay increases and cost-
of-living hikes for Social Secur-
ity and other pension benefits
paid by the federal govern-
ment.
Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., in-
coming chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
who already had endorsed a re-
vised form of Ford's 12 per
cent tax rebate plan on 1974 in-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service January 16, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 7
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 640 Est, 900
Barrows & Gilts steady to .25
lower Sows steady to .50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $39.5040.00
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $39.25-39.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $38.75-39.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $38.00-38.75
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 lbs. $33.50-34.00
US 1-3 350$450 lbs. $32,50-33.50
US 1-3 450-750 lbs. $33.50-34.50
Boars 23.00-26.00
come, said he hoped for a
House vote in March on a tax
cut. However, he said the Pres-
ident's total package is in-
adequate to meet the nation's
economic woes.
"It is far from the broad de-
finitive program the nation
needs," he said. "To do the job,
we will have to have a more
dynamic program."
In a similar vein, House
Democratic Caucus Chairman
Phillip Burton of California
said: "I heard nothing that
would give any comfort to
those who are out of work or
those living on fixed incomes or
unable to work. By and large,
it is a trickle-down program."
in the Senate, Finance Com-
mittee Chairman Russell B.
Long, D-La., said, "My thought
is that we will pass the tax cut
at about the amount the Presi-
dent is recommending. But
we'll probably couple it with
amendments to put the cut on
the poor."
Three specific proposals that
came under Democratic fire
were Ford's plans to crack
clown on new federal spending,
limit Social Security and other
pension hikes and ease antipol-
lution standards to meet the
energy crisis.
Lone said, "I doubt his re-
quest to 1111-fite
increases under Social Security
will receive any more . votes
than it did applause. I noticed
there was not one handclap for
that proposal.
Sharp Democratic criticism
was leveled at the proposal to
hike the import and domestic
tax on oil while decontroling
domestic fuel prices and natu-
ral gas.
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